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City Gets $20,280
Grant To Be Used
For Tennis Courts

Charity Ball Saturday

Renovation Needed At
New Day Care Center
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Originally Murray's Day
Care Class for handicapped
children operated in the First
Presbyterian Church of Murray
with 5 students enrolled. The
following year enrollment increased to eight and the
program was moved to the First
Methodist Church. The third
year the enrollment increased
to 12 and a permanent home
was located at 702 Main Street.
During those years of change
the community responded with
much needed materials and
services. Murray Women's Club
assisted in funding and
volunteers; Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun furnished a car for

Four-H Camp For
Calloway Will
Be June 25-28

Skylab Astronauts Enjoy Day
Of Leisure After Week's Work
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Start On June 18
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Kathy Rowlett
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Legion Groups
Meet Tonight

Bonnie Lyons
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Of Scholarship

Dr. Daniel Is
Club Speaker

Homecoming Service
Planned At Church

The Weather

Past Masters
Night To Be
Held At Hazel

Lone McIntosh Is
Injured On Sunday
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Miss Jan Miller Is
Complimented With
Prenuptial Events
Several delightful courtesies
have been extended to Miss Jan
Miller, June 16th bride-elect of
Allen McKeel.
Mrs. Tom Scruggs opened her
home for the first shower. Other
hostesses included Mrs. Marelle
Trees, Mrs. Ruth Hill, and
Robbie St. John, all aunts of the
bride-elect. Many lovely gifts
were presented to the honbree.
A miscellaneous shower was
given in her honor in the
educational building of the New
Providence Church of Christ.
Hostesses for this, event were
Mesdames Marsha Dale, Sylvia
Puckett, Shelia Spiceland,
Debbie Miller, Clara Stubblefield, and Joyce Hicks.
Thirty-five guest were present.
Mrs. Jean Humphreys and
Mrs. Elaine Etherton were
delightful hostesses for another
event in the home of Mrs.
Humphreys in Fairview Acres.
Cokes and pie were served to
the guest after Miss Miller
opened her lovely gifts.
Another lovely event was a
shower given in the home of
Mrs. Hugh Miller. Other
hostesses were Mrs. Dan Miller
and Mrs. David Watson.
Eighteen guests enjoyed the
refreshments with several
sendifle gifts.

Tuna casserole
Combine one can (3 az.)
chow mein noodles; one can
or ) condensed cream
of chicken soup, one can (7'
or tuna fish, drained and
Chunked. one can (3 to 4 oz
sliced mushrooms, one cup
finely chopped celery; onefourth cup sliced green
anions; one-fourth cup milk;
ind one-and-a-half teaspoons
A-1 or Worcestershire sauce,
furn mixture into a one-ands-half-quart casserole. Bake
uncovered, in preheated 325 F
oven 40 minutes. Yield. Four
portIOnS.
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August Wedding Planned

Daddy's money oils
the skids for fiance
there. It was a nice morning, and on entering the waiting
room I said: "Good morning, everybody!"
There were about a dozen people of all ages sitting
there, and not a single person responded to my greeting' I
thought perhaps I had come upon a group of deaf and
dumb people, but they all answered when their names were
called by the receptionist.
My question: Has it gotten to the point in this country
where nobpdy speaks to anytady except by appointment?
SENIOR CITIZEN

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am a 19-year-old girl with a broken.
heart I met Rick in college at the beginning of the year.
We fell in love and planned to be married this summer.
Rick is a graduate student.
My daddy is in oil and has a lot of money, but wish
we were poor because Daddy's money is what caused my
problem
When Rick went to talk to Daddy about marrying me,
Daddy asked Rick to meet him at his office. Daddy had a
lawyer there with some papers for Rick to sign, saying if
the marriage didn't work out Rick wouldn't get any of my
money I'll be getting when I turn 21
Rick wouldn't sign anything, instead he called me up
and said he didn't want any part of a family like mine, so
now I am without a boy friend
My daddy said if Rick really loved me he would have
signed those papers. I told my Daddy he had no right to
ask Rick to sign anything.
Please tell me what you think about all this? I don't
have a mother.
CRYING MY EYES OUT

DEAR CITIZEN: I'm surprised that out of a dozen
people. not one returned your friendly greeting. But why
make it an American trait? Such an unexpected burst of
cheerfulness on entering a doctor's waiting room would
probably have met with the same lack of response in England, France, or Italy.
•
Problems' You'U feel better if you get It off your chest.
For a persimal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. IIITSS. L. A..
Calif. loess. Enclose stamped', self-addressed envelope.
please.

FBIRTHSj
NESBM GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Nesbitt of Murray Route Four
announce the birth of a baby
girl, Amy Melinda, weighing
five pounds thirteen ounces,
born on Sunday, May 27, at 8:31
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Nesbitt of Murray
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs.
Cleo Bury of Hazel Route Two.
Great grandparents are Mr.,
and Mrs. T.W. Nesbitt of Hazel
Route One, Mr. and Mrs. C.C.
Hutson of Hazel Route Two,
and Mrs. C.A. Bury of Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray.

Cost cye
Don't forget whole :Full.,
halves, and slices of similar
size are more expensive than
mixed pieces. The mixed
pieces are ideal for gelatin
molds and other dishes where
the appearance of the fruit is
not important

Hale to write letters? Send $l to Abby, Box ISTOO, Los
kngeles. Cal. NM. for Abby's booklet. "How to Write
Letters for All (lecasioru."

DEAR CRYING: Your father should have talked it over
with you first. But if Rick gave sou up just like that, your
daddy could have been right. Dr sour tears, hooey. Rick
could be back.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Miss

DEAR ABBY: Because my husband and I are unable to
have children of our own, we applied as foster parents thrum
our state welfare department.
Our first child was a teen-age girl, fresh out of a girls'
correctional institution. It was a frustrating experience for
us—and for her, too. After admitting our failure, the caseworker removed her from our care and gave us another
foster child. Since then, we have had many, mostly teenagers. Many we've helped. A few we have not, but those
we've helped have more than compensated for the others.
Abby, you wouldn't believe the number of friends and
relatives who ask us: "Why do you take in those damaged
kids who have been abused and kicked around and taught
to lie and cheat? If they were your OWN, you'd have to put
up with them, but you're crazy to ask for unnecessary
headaches. Can you really love those kids"
Our reply: "Most of our children are Just like your
children, with one exception Our children have been denied
the love and und-rstanding of their natural parents We
have tried to provide them with that love and understanding. If you and your spouse were to suddenly die, and
neither friends nor relatives wanted to take on 'unnecessary headaches,' what would happen to your children? I
guarantee you, we could love them as easily as we love
the children we now have."
What else can we say, Abby"
FOSTER PARENTS

Kathy Ann Lockhart

Mrs. Evelyn Lockhart of 418 South Eighth Street, Murray, and
Fuel F. Lockhart of Shelby, N. C., announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Kathy Ann, to John
Edwin Gardner, son of Mrs. Laure Gardner and the late George
E Gardner of Altmar, New York.
The bride-elect is a 1969 graduate of Murray High School and a
1973 graduate of Murray State University. She is a member of
Kappa Omicron Phi honorary fraternity, was selected for Who's
Who In American Universities, received the MSU Outstanding
Home Economics student award, the graduated Magna Cum
Laude. This fall she will be teaching home economics at Oakville
High in St. Louis, Mo.
The groom-elect graduated from Altmar-Parish-Williamstown,
Parish, N. Y., in 1969, and is 1971 graduate of Hudson Valley
Community College, Troy, N. Y. He attended Murray State
University majoring in physical education and health. He is a
member of the Sigma Chi social fraternity. He plans to be with the
law enforcement department of St. Louis this fall.
The wedding ceremony will be perfcrmed at seven o'clock in
the evening on Saturday, August 4, at the Hale Chapel of the First
United Methodist Church. All relatives and close friends are invited to attend the candlelight worship seance.

'Anna Ruth Harris Installed As
President Secretaries (Int.)
The
Murray
Chapter,
National
Secretaries
Association (Int.) held a luncheon meeting at the Holiday
Inn on Tuesday, May 29, at
twelve noon with the president,
Patsy Dyer, presiding.
An installation ceremony was
conducted for the officers for
the year 1973-74 who are as
follows:
Anna Ruth Harris, president;
Linda Farley, president-elect;
Delma Trotter, vice-president;
Mary Alice Trotter, recording
secretary; LaJeanna Chapman,
corresponding secretary;
Wanda Hendon, treasurer.
At the conclusion of the installation, Mrs. DYer thanked
each member for the hard work
and cooperation during the year
in making it a success. The
chapter presented Mrs. Dyer
with a silver pitcher for their
appreciation of her devotion to
NSA.
Anita Thomas, chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee, infomred the chapter
that the Flea Market was
scheduled for Saturday, June
16, at the Bel-Air Shopping
Center.
Faye Wells reported on the
(-Pb examination which was
given in May at Bowling Green
of which she was a participant)
She urged each member to
make plans to take the
examination at some time.
Mrs. Dyer reported on the
21st annual Kentucky Division
meeting held in Lexington May

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Donna F. Cobb of Murray has
been patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah

Thank You, Calloway County
****
On behalf of myself, my family, and those who worked so hard for
me, I wish to express my undying gratitude for your vote and support in my race for Sheriff of Calloway County.
I take your vote of confidence as a mandate to give this County the
best possible service for the next four years. With God's help I will do
just that.
This Community is the best in the world to me, and I want to improve
it. With your help, we will.

Let's All Pull Together ...

MAURICE WILSON
\------SHERIFF-ELECT

whole is one of its last bastions and we honestly believe that our firm in particular has continued
to make a fetish of courteOus. intelligent Service--and
we plan to continue to do so."

The J.H.Churchill Funeral Home
Third and Maple Streets
Murray. Kentucky

Phone
753-2411

Kenneth Churchill Imes,
Tommy Lee Walker, Owners

"Service With Reverence, Sincerity, Dignity and Economy"'

DEAR ABBY: Hileetitly my wife and I went to the
office of a physician by appointment It was our first visit

- Author izetto Service Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial Assn Policies

Friday,June 1
'Shower for Mr. and Mrs. Max
Dowdy and sons whose home
and contents were destroyed by
fire will be held at the Community Room of the First
Federal Savings and Loan at
7:30 p.m.
"Wonderful World of Dance"
will be presented by dance
students of Mrs. Lyndia
Cochran at the Murray State
University auditorium at 7:45
p.m. There will be no admission
charge.
Teentown will be held at the
First United Methodist Church
from eight to 11:30 p.m. Admission will be one dollar and
"Law" will play.
Murray American Legion
Post 73 and Aoxiliary 73 will
hold their regular meeting at
the Legion Home at 7:39 p.m
Service officers will be present
from five to seven p.m. to assist
veterans with problems. .
Saturday, June 2
The Charity Ball for the
benefit of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation will be held
at Student Union Building,
Murray State University. from
nine p.m. to one a.m For
tickets call 753-3085.
Preparation Day for Vacation
Bible School at Memorial
Baptist Church will be held at
9:30 a.m.
Country Music Show for
benefit Calloway Co. FireRescue will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray State auditorium.
Plenty of local talent plus a
bake sale by homemakers is
scheduled. Admission is fifty
cents and one dollar.
Sunday,June 3
Drug program with Willard
Ails as speaker will be at the
Coldwater United Methodist
Church at 7:30 p.m.
Memorial Day services will
be held all day at the Unity
Cumberland 'Presbyterian
Church.

Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church wM have its
annual
homecominig and
memorial day services.'

A

Not too many years ago service was taken for granted so no discussion of its "merits" was
necessary The "customer" was "always right' and a threat to take his business elsewhere was
as potent as a slavo from a 16 inch naval gun A generation of unprecendented prosperity has
changed all that and not the once almighty consumer is more apt to Skulk about apologetically
accepting whatever is given him including abuse) and thinking of "service- as something which
went out at style during World war
But this elusiveientangible still exists, Funeral Service as a

DEAR PARENTS; Nothing. You've said it all. And
beautifully.

1920. Anita Thomas, Patsy
Dyer, LaJeanna Chapman,
Betty Baker, Anna Ruth
Harris, and Linda Farley attended the meeting form tlia
Murray Chapter.
Linda Farley was appointed
as Chairman of the Division
SOTY committee; Faye Wells,
chairman of CPS Service; Faye
Wells and Neva Grey Allbritten,
Division Coordinators for the
annual meeting to be held in
Murray in May 1974.
A thnak you note was read
form Dorothy Phillips of the
Ledger & Times for the invitation extended to her for the
Executive Night banquet held in
April. Mrs. Wells thanked
everyone for the kidness shown
her after her recent stay in the
hospital.
Guests present for the luncheon were Clare Benton of the
office of Cal Luther, Murray
State University; Peggy Bazzell
and Helen Foley of the
Hopkinsythe Federal Savings
and Loan, Murray; Bonita
Jones and Marita Burkee_n of
the office of Overby and Jones,
Attorneys; Elaine Paschall of
the office of Sid Easley, Attorney; Martha Barnett of the
office of Charles Hale, Property
Evaluation Appraiser.
Thirty-three regular members attended.

-GONE WITH THE WIND"

We Are Really Moonstruck On This One!!

100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNITS
All fine quality and on bolts' We may be a bit mad but we are
glad to bring you this tremendous value! The pregiest
pastels and brightest colors for your sewing pleasure All are
60" wide and perrna press. This group includes ribs,
miniribs, twills, Ponti De Romas and others.

2

Yds.
for
$ 1 00

GORGEOUS FASHION KNITS
Popular soft, slink look can
be yours with these supple
knits of 100 per cent
acetate, 100 percent
triacetate, or acetate and
rayon blends!

4

yd.
FINE FASHION FABRICS

DRESS & SPORT FABRICS
Big selection of soft knits,
jerseys, otto tucks,,loknit crepes, suitings,
denims, trigger solids,
chambrays and lots of
others!

$ 66

Yds.
for
$ 1 00

Polyester-cotton knits, 100
per cent polyester single
knits,
ultra
prints,
polyester cfepe, panne
bouck crepe and many
more!

per yd.
Only

67

ASSORTED SEWING NOTIONS
Just

Unheard of low prices on a
tremendous selection of
over 30 items! Your choice
of these most wanted
sewing aids!

12;
Each

Sale Starts Tonite at 6 pm!!

rabrifieR
FABRIC CENTERS

Prices Good 6-9 p.m. Tonite Only

Uncleleff's Shopping Center
Open Daily 9-9 __SUNDAY 12:30-6

Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Highway 641 South

FoILK
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By ALEX SACHARE
.
Associated Press Sports Writer
When Oakland pitcher Ken
Holtzman said Jim Ray Hart
was always able to hit him, he
didn't mean it literally—at.
least not till now.
Holtzman, the A's ace lefthander, was breezing along
with a one-hitter after retiring
the first 20 Yankees in order
until Hart led off the eighth inning with a Line shot off Holtzman's left leg.
The ball caromed on the fly
to Deron Johnson at first base
for the out, but Holtzman had
to limp off the field. Rollie Fingers came on to complete the
A's one-hit, 6-0 triumph over
New York Thursday night.
Reggie Jackson hit a two-run
triple and a solo homer to provide batting support for Holtzman. Sal Bando also homered
fpr the A's, who ended a fivegame losing streak.
In other American League
games, the California Angels
edged the Boston Red Sox 7-6,
the Kansas City Royals beat
the Baltimore Orioles 4-1, the
Chicago White Sox blasted the
Detroit Tigers 10-2, the Miniesota Twins defeated the Milgraukee Brewers 4-2 and the
Texas Rangers beat the Cleveland Indians 9-5.
In the National League, the
hicago Cubs pounded the
tiouston Astros 16-8, the PittsPirates beat the Atlanta
ves 2-1 and the Cincinnati
'Reds defeated the St. Louis
3-2.
Bob Oliver...who came into
jhe month of May with just
tree runs butted in, boosted
his season total to 29 with a
three-run homer in the seventh
1ning, lifting California past
dBcgton. It was his seventh
run of the season.
Kansas City pitcher Gene
larber raised his record to 5-1
%With a six-hitter over the Ondes, and be did it by not falling
hind the batters.
' Dick Allen blasted a threerun bonier and a run-scoring

trgh

par&

double for the White Sox, who
snapped Detroit's five-game
winning streak. Ed Herrmann
also homered for Chicago, and
Eddie Fisher, 5-3, pitched a
complete game.
Consecutive singles by
George Mitterwald, Jim Holt
and Danny Thompson broke a
2-2 tie in the fifth inning and
put the Twins ahead to stay.

Rick Fisher: He
Is Not A Quitter

Harmon Killebrew, who had a
run-ecoring single in the first
inning, provided an insurance
run with a solo homer in the
eighth.
Texas scored eight runs in
four innings against Cleveland.
Jeff Burroughs' two-run double
highlighted a four-run first inBy MIKE BRANDON
ning, and Rico Carty blasted a
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
homer for two more runs in the
A few months ago, Rick
second.
Fisher sat in his dormitory
room at Murray State with a
glum expression on his face.
The pro football draft was
over and Fisher, who once had
dreams of going ins high round,
was left with nothing.
But Rick Fisher is not the
There were manpower probkind of guy who gives up easy.
lems at the Spqeedway, both inTwo years ago this coming
side and out.
Fall, the Murray State tailback
By Tuesday only 72 Speedway
guards were on duty, compared was named to the high honor of
with 180 Monday. The number
fell to 57 Wednesday.
Those people are privately
employed by the Speedway, but
the police outside-directing trafNational League
fic and handling the huge
East
throngs of visitors and campW. L. Pct. G.8.
Chicago
29 19 .604 -ers—are not.
Pittsburgh
21 20 .512 4 2
There were 600 Indianapolis New York
21 22 .488 5,
policemen on duty Tuesday, but Montreal •
19 72 .463 6' 1
19 25 .432 8
the force was cut to 100 St. Louis
Philadelphia
19 27 .413 9
Wednesday morning. Winston
West
Churchill, Indianapolis police San Francisco 32 20 .615
Los Angeles
30 19 .612
chief, said 100 more policemen Houston
29 22 .569 21/2
were placed on duty when word Cincinnati
27 21 .563 3
Atlanta
17 30 .362 12'.,
came the race would be run.
San Diego
17 33 .340 14
A number of officers worked
Thursday's Games
Chicago 16, Houston 8
40 straight hours.
Pittsburgh 3, Atlanta 1
Mayor Richard G. Lugar,
Cincinnati 3, St. Louis 2
Only games scheduled
noting that the Speedway does
American Lessee
not offset city expenses relating
East
to the Indy race, said, "I'm
W. L. Pct. 0.8.
sure we'll have to re-evaluate Detroit
25 21 .543 —
York
New
24 23 .511 1,/.2
the given extremities of the sit- Baltimore
20 21 488 2/
1
2
uation. All the burdens involved Boston
20 23 .465 3,/2
Cleveland
27
20
426 5,"2
and the turmoil that was
19 26 .422 5,'2
caused by the postponements Milwaukee West
Chicago
this year."
27 15 643 —

Cars And Drivers Gone
But Memories Linger
INDIANAPOLIS( AP) — The
crowds were gone, the cars
were being put on trailers and
taken away, the drivers were
gone, but the mud, trash and
memories lingered at Indianapolis Motor Speedway
Thursday.
The 57th edition of the Indianapolis 500-mile race turned
out to be the toughest in history
to get run. Twice it was washed
out and four times it was marred by tragedy with a driver
and a a-evrman dying, two
drivers injured seriously and 10
spectators hospitalized.
Twenty-four hours after the
race finally ended in the rain at
3324 miles, Speedway
ipt.
Clarence Cagle said he wasn't
sure where to start with the
cleanup of the 539-acre plant.
Many of the areas in the infield used for parking on race
day are a quagmire, and the
nine-hole golf course in the infield area is more than grass in
many places.
Hotels, restaurants, airlines,
school officials and police found
Thursday generally just a nor.
mal business day after the hectic events of the early part of
the week.
Although hotels and motels
and restaurants had turnaway
business for two extra days because of the rain postponements, almost everyone
was happy to see it over.

Baseball
Standings

FOOTBALL
. .
DALLAS — Chuck Howley,
the 37-year-old Dallas Cowboy
linebacker who'was voted most
valuable player at Super Bowl
V. announced his retirement
from football.

Minnesota
25 19 568 3
California
24 20 .545 4
Kansas City
27 23 .5.40 4
Oakland
24 24 .500 6
Texas
15 28 349 12'.2
Thursday's Games
California 7, Boston 6
Minnesota 4, Milwaukee 2
Oakland 6, New York 0
Texas 9, Cleveland 5
Kansas City 4, Baltimore 1
Chicago 10, Detroit 2

Located at Aurora, Ky., Next to Happy Hollow Fun Land

Featuring: v Super Colossal Shrimp v Fish
v Chicken and Oyster Dinners
v And, Of Course, Our Famous Super Burger
Jo-Jack & Nelson invite all of their friends to dine in their
new modern restaurant.

the OVC Player ofThe Year. He
gained 1,078 yards in setting a
new record for a single season
rushing.
The future was bright after
the completion of that season.
But on the Saturday afternoon
before the 1972 season began,
Fisher suffered a crushing
defeat as he sustained torn
ligaments and cartilage in an
intersquad practice session.
For a week,Fisher was flat on
his back in a hospital bed. His
future, which was once so
promising appeared over. At
least for a thousand other men
in his condition,.it would have
been over. But not for Rick
"eel" Ficher.
The last game of the season
found Fisher in his uniform, the
ghost of the player he once was.
Fisher had been in contact
with the St. Louis Cardinals and
the Dallas Cowboys. He had not
ruled out the possibility of
playing in the Canadian
Football League either.
While most young men would
have quit, Rick Fisher only
gritted his teeth and came to
face with the truth.
For the past three weeks,
Fisher has been in a tryout
camp with the St. Louis Cardinals.
Yesterday, he was signed as a
free agent by the Big Red.
It doesn't mean a bundle of
bonus money, it simply means
that he will have a chance. ,
An that's all Rick Fisher ever
asked for.
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Joe Morgan Ends Win
Streak Of Cardinals
By PAUL LeBAR
Associated Press Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Joe Morgan describes himself as in a
slump, but don't tell that to
Bob Gibson of the St. Louis
Cardinals.
The bantam-size Cincinnati
Reds' All-Star second baseman
socked a pitch for a home run
Thursday night that made others pine for such troubles.
Morgan's home run, his first
off Gibson in nine major league
seasons, decided a 3-2 decision
and ended a Cardinals' winning
streak at eight games.
But afterward the 5-foot-7
speedster called himself "not

drive over the right field wall,
was his second damaging blow
to Gibson and the Cards for the
night.
The other was a high-bouncing ball off the AstroTurf that
skipped over first baseman Joe
Torre and went for a double—
with none out and Pete Rose on _
first in the fourth.
Gibson, 3-6, struck out Lam
Stahl, who batted next, but
Johnny Bench beat out a 60-foot
infield roller to score Rose and
Tony Perez drove a sacrifice
fly.
Lou Brock homered with
rookie Mike Tyson aboard to
pull St. Louis to a 2-2 tie, but a
later Cards bid failed when
Bench's arm rifled down Tyson
on an attempted sacrifice and a
subsequent Brock single was
wasted.
The perplexed Gibson, who
yielded six hits, said he was
aware Morgan's shot was his
first off him for the circuit.
"You know when guys have
hit home runs off you," he said
"You know also when the).
haven't hit them. You just don't
know how many."
Benefitting from Morgan's hit
was Reds' left-hander Rosa
Grimsley, 5-4, who pitched a
seven-hitter and completed his
first game since May 2.
"I was tired at the end," said
Grimsley, who has a 6-0 career
mark against the Cards, "but
otherwise I felt good. I guess I
Just have it in for this club."

confident at the plate" and
added, "I'm not swinging good.
"I didn't hit the ball real
good," Morgan insisted of a 2and-1 fast ball Gibson said was
aimed at "just getting it over
the plate."
"I reached for the ball,"
Morgan added. "I hit it more
with my hands than my body.
A guy goes through that at a
certain time every year.
"When I hit it I thought it
had a chance, but I didn't tie
into it that well. I hit a couple
In batting practice better, but
neither one of them went out of
the park."
Morgan's blast, a 360-foot

Clyde Brown For TKO
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Duane Bobick stopped Clyde
Brown Thursday night with a
technical knockout after 45 seconds of the second round in a
scheduled eight—round boxing
match at the Frankfort Sports
Center.
Bobick, a 22-year-old Olympic
silver medalist, wasted no time
in battering Brown with a
series of hooks and body jabs,
on his way to his fourth win in
a professional boxing match.
Brown, of Memphis, was shaky on his feet when the bell
sounded.
With 45 seconds gone in the
second round, Bobick smashed
Brown to his knees with a
series of body blows. Officials
halted the fight after examining
Brown.
Bobick, one of 11 children
from Bowlus, a tiny town in
Minnesota, hopes the next two
years will prepare him for a
possible heavyweight title bout.
The 218—pound Bobick's power and agility outclassed his opponent, who weighed 214, from

Granatelli
Wants Speed
To Be Safer Point Show
Saturday At
Providence

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Before this year's accident-jinxed
Indianapolis 500 race Andy
Granatelli said speeds had increased to the point that the
event was unsafe.
Now Granatelli, whose STP
corporation ran the car Gordon
Johncock drove to victory, says
his team will pull out of Indianapolis and United States
Automobile Club competition
next year unless there are
a:lenges.
"All of us in racing must face
the fact that we are simply going faster than our tracks and
drivers can safely handle these
flying missiles," he said Thursday. "This is not only a demand for reform but a sincere
and sad plea to all of my fellows in racing to assist me in
obtaining this kind of reform."
Granatelli has been involved
In Indianapolis racing since
1946.
STP also sponsors entries in
NASCAR stock car racing.
Granatelli said moves should
be made to lower the speeds of
the USA(' race cars and the
hazards of fire. He has urged
limiting the amounts of fuel a
car may carry or use in a race
and fuel tanks with an extra
bladder inside the normal bladder to cut down explosions.

A point show will be held by
the New Providence Riding on
Saturday, June 2 beginning at
4 p.m.
Five place trophies will be
given in all classes with the
exception of the open jackpot
classes.
Open classes will get 40 per
cent, 30 per cent, 15 per cent, 10
per cent, and five per cent. The
entry fee will be $1.50 for all
classes except the open classes
where the fee will be 82.25.
Admission for the show will be
one dollar per car load.
The concession stand at the
arena will be open.
Classes will include halteropen, pony-lead line, western
tack, ponies from 48 to 56 inches, ponies up to and including
48 inches, pony barrel race,
open barrels-jackpot, junior
barrels. , women barrels,
country pleasure-open, youth
western-pleasure 16,..•-years of
age and under, three gaited,
gaited-pleasure western tack,
western rack, open polesjackpot, junior poles, senior
western pleasure-five years and
TENNIS
PARIS — Paulo Bertolucci of older, english rack, junior
Italy upset Arthur Ashe,--Ftielt-. western-four years and under,
mond, Va., 7-6, 6-3, 6-4 in a fox trot, plantation saddle
fourth round of the 8135,000 horse,figure eight, junior figure
French Open Tennis Champion- eight, open flags-jackpot, and
rescue-jackpot
ships

the start.
The Minnesotan had won by a
TKO a few weeks ago in a fight
at the same sports center.
In
another
heavyweight
match, Daniel Lee of Louisville
knocked out Jimmy Phillips of
Memphis in the third round.
The crowd of about 1,100
booed loudly when Phillips fell
to the canvas at one point without a blow being landed.
In a 10-round lightweight
fight, Marcus Anderson of
Louisville won a unanimous decision over Johnny Copeland of
Joplin, Mo.

Motorcycle
Races
— SHORT TRACK —

Saturday, June 2
at the

CALLOWAY COUNTY
FAIRGROUNDS
Gate Opens at 5:30
Races Start at 7:30
Admission
$150
5 CLASSES
r Mini Bike i/ 140 c.c.
r 125 c.c.
175 c.c.
v 360 cc.

CONCESSION STAND WILL BE OPEN
SPONSORED BY

Ken Lake Cycle Club
AND

Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees
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Peter Hay Looking
Stargell Blasts 14th
For New Success Indy Purse Tops
As Pirates Win 3-1
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The deeply tanned figure
moves across the tennis courts,
a wicked southpaw forehand
and with the blink of an eye, the
set is over.
That's the way it used to be
for Peter Hay, the young man
with the soft British accent
from Australia.
In four years at Murray State
University, Hay ran up an
impressive record in the singles
and doubles. But Hay, who
graduated this summer, now
has only the future to look to.
Hay has accepted a position
as the Head Tennis Counselor at
Camp Greylock in western
Massachusetts and will assume
his duties on June 23.
"After I finish working in
camp this summer, I'd like to
travel in Europe and play a
little tennis before returning to
Australia in early October,"
Hay said.
Will Hay ever return to the
United States"
"If I could get an assistant
pro job at an indoor tennis club
somewhere in the states, I
would most likely return in 1974.
"When you've lived Ins place
for four years, It's just hard to
pack up and leave for good.
"If I can't get the job as a
tennis pro at a club, then I
suppose I'll either teach high
school mathematics or work for
a travel agency.
Travel is something that
fascinates Hay. Since he has
been in the United States, Hay
has been in 30 states. Most of the
aouthern states that Hay has
been to were while he was
traveling with the Murray State
tennis team.
"Every spring, Coach Purcell
took us to a different area which
Included a big city," Hay said
"I suppose that the trip to
New Orleans during my freshman year was the best You
know,I'm already missing all of
those great meals that we had
on those trips too."
Hay had never been in the
states before be came to
Murray in the fall of 1969.
A native of Brisbane, the
capital of Queensland, which is
the sunshine state of Australia;
Hay began his tennis career at
the age of 12.
At Brisbane State High
School, he was the second best
man on his team. For two years,
he competed in the Australian
Circuit and played in about 20
country tournaments each
summer in Queensland.
There are no such things as
athletic
scholarships
in
Australia and when former
Murray State tennis coach
Jesse Spencer sought the talent
of Hay, then it was on to the
United States for Peter.
As a freshman playing the
number six singles at Murray,
Hay compiled a 17-2 record and
won the conference number six
singles in the Ohio Valley
Conference competition at
Middle Tennessee.
He teamed with Chuck Cooper
in the number three doubles to
run up a mark of 17-3 and the
two finished second in the OVC
number three doubles.
After his first year of school
at Murray, Hay returned to
Australia for a visit.•
"'That was in the summer of
1970," Hay recalls.

two jobs in order to pay my way
back to Murray.

rain washed out the OVC tennis
play at East Tennessee.
This season, Hay missed eight
"During the day I worked for
the railroad and at night I matches because of a blistered
worked in an ice cream factory. hand. As a result, his record in
But I suppose that it was all the singles dropped to 9-11. In
worth it just to be home with my the number two doubles with
Niittyvirta, Hay was 17-6.
folks for a short visit."
Hay lost in the semifinals of
The sophomore jinx, a very
the singles and doubles this past
common happening in sports,
season at the OVC match in
hit Peter in his second year at
Morehead.
Murray.
His career singles record was
He didn't play in conference
an impressive 52-17 and his
singles but he did team in the
doubles record is 62-16. In OVC
number three doubles with
singles, Hay ran up an 18-7
Cooper to run up a 9-1 mark.
mark and in conference doubles
He returned to form the
he was 24-7 for four years.
following year as he was 18-4 in
For the past two summers.
the number four singles and 17-4
Hay has worked at Camp
in the number two doubles with
Takajo in Naples, Maine, as the
Julia Niittyvirta.
Head Tennis Counselor.
He was seeded in the conFor Peter Hay, tennis has
ference singles and doubles but been a successful way of life.

'
.•••••1
—.

SOUTHPAW SERVER—Peter Hay of Murray State gets ready
to send his serve over the net. Hay, a native of Australia, spent
four years on the Racer tennis team before graduating this past
spring.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon(

Feuerbach To Be A
Long-Distance Man?
By ERIC PREWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
BERKELEY, Calif. AP(—
Shot putter Al Feuerbach becomes a long-distance man this
weekend.
His scheduled appearance

r
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INDIANAPOLLS (AP)—Gordon Johncock and the rest of
the winning team in the Indianapolis 500-mile auto race
will share a prize totaling
$236,822.82.
It is the second largest firstplace prize in the 57 years the'
race has been run. For the
fourth straight year, the total
purse topped $1 million.
But this year's $1,006,105 bonanza fell short of the 1972 total
— 81,011,845.
Al Unser, who wound up 20th
this year, holds the individual
payoff record with a $271,197
cut in 1970.
The payoff checks are being
mailed because the victory dinner was canceled after the rain
twice postponed the race. Johncock's victory Wednesday also
was marred by bad weather
with the race halted after 133
laps.
The lap money was prorated
with each 214-mile lap worth
about 8225 to the leader. Johncock led 34 laps.
Billy Vukovich, only other
driver to complete the full 133
laps, earned $97,512.62 for second place. Roger McCluskey received $60,752,82 for third, Mel
Kenyon 934,487.62 for fourth
and
Gary
Bettenhausen
$37,965.82 for fifth.
Salt Walther, injured in a
first-lap accident the first time
the race was started Monday,
won $13,962.80 for 33rd place.
Walther was listed in serious
condition today at Methodist
Hospital, the same hospital
where driver Swede Savage
was taken after his car crashed
during the 58th lap Wednesday.
Savage, 26, Santa Ana,Calif
was reported in critical condition. A spokesman for his team
said Savage had experienced
some kidney problems, has a
collapsed lung and suffered
some flame inhalation.
The spokesman said extensive surgery would be needed
on Savage's right hand. Savage
wrote notes with his left hand
Thursday, asking his mother
and father what had happened,

here Saturday in the Kennedy
Games will be sandwiched between throws at the U.S. Track
and Field Federation meet in
Wichita, Kan., today and at a
"The trip back home cost me
meet in Russia Tuesday.
so much, that I had to work at
Feuerbach owns the world
record of 71 feet, 7 inches in
'.111\WWIIIMILMLI11101\ 1411.1MMIL11\111MkILMI110
the shot and wil have to come
close to that to break the Kennedy Games and Edwards Stadium record Saturday. Randy
Matson had a 71-41,4 toss in the
1970 meet.
Other world record holders
are among the entries in the 26
events of the fifth Kennedy
Games.
High jumper Pat Matzdorf,
per couple
the University of Wisconsin athlete who set a world mark of
761..4 here in 1971, is entered.
for
He'll be making his first Edwards Stadium appearance
since breaking the record in the
U.S.-USSR meet.
sprinter Steve Williams, who
tied the 100-yard world mark of
9.1 seconds last month, will
For Grade School and High School Students 0 face a field including Herb
Marshall Dill and
0 Washington,
0
Willie Deckard.
Special
Good
thru
Sept. 1
0 Five
0
events are in0 cluded women's
0
on the program. Long
Beach, Calif., City College coed
I
Kathy Schmidt, with an American record javelin throw of 207Main Street
/ 10 last week, will aim at the
tu.w.....................wwwwqm world mark of 213-5.
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CORVETTE LANES:

Canadiens
Have Three
As All-Stars
MONTREAL (AP) - The
Montreal Canadiens, the 1972-73
National Hockey League Stanley Cup champions, placed
three players on the NHL A111Star first team, the NHL announced today.
The..Canadiens, who finished
first in the East Division, then
defeated Buffalo, Philadelphia
and Chicago for the Stanley
Cup, placed goalie Ken Dryden,
defenseman Guy Lapointe and
left winger Frank Mahovlich on
the NHL's first team.
Defenseman Bobby Orr and
center Phil Esposito, both of
the Boston Bruins, joined Mickey Redmond of the Detroit Red
Wings in rounding out the
team.
Dryden, a second-team goalie
in 1971-72, topped the balloting
with 238 points followed by
Orr's 236. It was the sixth
straight year that Orr has
made the first team after being
a second-team choice in his
rookie season.
The Chicago Black Hawks,
first-place finishers in the West
who lost the Stanley Cup final
series in six games to Montreal
after posting early round victories over St. Louis and New
York, were representea on the
NHL's second team by goalie
Tony Esposito, defenseman Bill
White and left winger Dennis
Hull.
Bobby Clarke, the Philadelphia center who recently
was chosen the leagues Most
Valuable Player, Yvan Cournoyer, recipient of the Conn
Smythe 1 rophy as MVP in the
Stanley Cup finals, and defenseman Brad Park of the Rangers
were the other second-team selections.
The teams were chosen by
members of the Professional,
Hockey Writers Association in
each of the 16 NHL cities.

the spokesman said. He added
Savage reported he didn't know
what caused the 'crash but
didn't think the wing had come
off his car as listed in one rePortMeanwhile, Frankie DelRoy,
submitted his resignation of
chairman of the technical committee for the Indianapolis race
and technical chief for the U.S.
Auto Club's championship trail.
But USAC officials said they
were trying to persuade DelRoy
to tear up his resignation.

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
"I throw hard and Willie
Stargell swings hard," said
Gary Gentry, "so if he hits the
ball, it stands to reason it's going to g9 a long way."
Stargell hit the ball hard, and
it went a long way Thursday
night.
Pittsburgh's veteran slugger
blasted a three-run homer
against the Atlanta right-hander in the bottom of the eighth
Inning, spoiling an otherwise
neat job by Gentry and lifting
the Pirates to a 3-1 victory over
the Braves.
The homer was Stargell's
14th this season, tow in the
major leagues. It also was a

Weiskopf Leading
In The Kemper Open
MARLOWE, N.C. (AP) —
Tom Weiskopf has two big
pluses going for him.
"I'm playing about as well
as I ever have," he said after
his brilliant, course recordmatching 65 in Thursday's first
round of the $200,003 Kemper
Open.
The other plus
Jack Nicklaus isn't here.
Nicklaus, who scored a cornfortable, front running victory
over runner-up Weiskopf last
week in Atlanta, isn't competing. He's the only man able
to handle the streaking Weiskopt in recent weeks.
While his seven-under-par effort tied the course record at
the 7,219-yard Quail Hollow
Country Club layout, he needed
every stroke to stay in front of
youthful Lanny Wadldns. Wadkins, the Byron Nelson winner,
had a 66.
At 67 were Ken Still, Mac
McLendon, Bert Green, Leonard Thompson and red-headed
rookie Pat Fitzsimons.
Arnold Palmer, corning off a
one-month layoff, and Austral-

ian Bruce Crampton, a threetime winner this year, headed a
group of more than a half dozen at 68 as the touring pros
took advantage of near-perfect
golfing weather to make a
mockery of par.
More than half the field of
147 matched or bettered par 72
and there were 60 in sub-par
figures.
Among them were 61-year-old
marvel Sam Snead, 69; Lee
Trevino, 70; and defending
Kemper champion Doug Sanders, 71.
Here are the top first round
scores:
Weiskopf
32-33-03
Wadkins
33-33-66
B.Greene
30-37-67
Still
32-35-67
Fitzsimons
3443-67
McLendon
33 34 67
LThompson
33-34-87
Zegler
34-34-88
&then
34-34-19
Palmer
34-34-68
Crarnpton
34-34-68
Geiberger
36-33-118
Yates
3341-119
Marad
33.36-411

tape measure job, landing in
the upper deck of Three Rivers
Stadium, an area reached only
three times before...each of
those times by Stargell.
Nellie Briles, who doesn't
have to worry about pitching to
Stargell, earned the victory
with a three-hitter.
Elsewhere in the slim National League schedule, Chicago
battered Houston 16-8 and Cincinnati edged St. Louis 3-2.
In the American League, California nipped Boston 7-6, Minnesota trimmed Milwaukee 4-2,
Oakland blanked New York 6-0,
Texas defeated Cleveland 9-6.
Kansas City beat Baltimore 4-1
and Chicago trounced Detroit
10-2.
Cincinnati ended St. Louis'
winning streak at eight games,
beating the Cardinals on a

home run by Joe Morgan.
Morgan's sixth homer of the
year snapped a 2-2 tie in the'
sixth inning to beat Bob Gibson, 3-8. He had doubled in the !
fourth when the rob scored.:
their first two runs.
Lou Brock had a two-run':
homer for the Cardinals.
Jose Cardenal and Carmen
Fanzone each drilled two-run
singles in a 10-run Chicago explosion in the first inning as the
Cubs blitzed Houston.
All of the Cubs runs were
unearned with Doug Rader's
two-out error opening the gates. •
Randy Hundley singled home a
run during the first inning rally
and added a home run in the
fifth. Rick Monday also hornered for the Cute.
Jesus Alou and Tommie Agee
homered for Houston.
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• I Am Very Grateful

$

0 •"for the Votes and Influence I
received during the election.
Thank You,

j

0

•

I

•
William Furches g

THANKS
I want to express my sincere thanks to my
supporters who were
responsible for me winning the May 29th
election for City Council.

many friends and

Respectfully,

Dave Willis

BULLETIN:

Government report
proves Datsun Saves!

The government's Environmental Protection Agenc,
has run fuel economy tests on all cars sold in the U.S
The Dotson 1200 came out on top, delivering better
j
mdeoge Mon ony other car sold in America'

UN
SAVES

Open a gasoline
savings account today
So why all the fuss?

We're having an energy crisis.
In 1971 the total vehicular miles driven in the United States were I trillion, 186 billion,
289„pijIlion. The average car drove just over 10,000 miles and got about-134/2-Willes per
gallon. With fuel consumption increasing, it's little wonder we're having an energy

crisis. Datsun is doing something about it. Not a breakthrough, but something we started
long before it became fashionable. That is, building sensibly sized automobiles that
don't burn much gas.

Come orfliut to Murray Datsun and
try out a Money Saving Car. There's
one just right for ydui
•

41,11
,
,
, ,0

.
74r7•

two
4
MO Sport Coupe

12.00 Sed

P,

Sit) 2-Dr. Scdan

6102-Dr Hardtop

Silt 4-Dr. Sedan

S-Dr. Wagon

240-Z

Pickup

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

MURRAY DATSUN, Inc.
So. 12th St.

-

0
0

Open'Evenings Tll 7:00

Ph. 753-7114
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Arsenals of Tidiness Turn Into Time Bombs
When Children Find Poisons Under The Sink
The cabinet under the kitchen
sink is an open invitation to
disaster in many homes.
These handy arsenals of
tidiness containing household
cleaners, polishes, detergents
and other fluids and substances
often become lethal time bombs
waiting to be set off by
inquisitive children.
The department of safety and
research of a major insurance
company has issued a special
warning to mothers, grandmothers and others who have
children in their homes to take
an inventory of the accessible
storage areas to make certain
that nothing dangerous is accessible to them.
The National Safety Council,
the Council on Family Health
and the Public Health Service's
National Clearinghouse for
Poison Control concur that the
kitchen ranks second only to the
bathroom
as the
most
dangerous potential boobytrap
in the home.
And small children and their
elderly grandparents and greatgrandparents are the most
accident prone. While falls are
the greatest cause of death and
injury to the very old and very
young alike, poisons in the
hands of children are the second
most frequent cause of
household tragedy. The younger
the child, the more likely he is to
sample the contents of containers
clearly
marked
POISON.
The Health Insurance Institute estimates that about a
million children consume
poisonous substances every
year, with at least 500 known
deaths
and
inestimable
anguish, suffering and permanent Impairment in coun-

tless cases.
Public-health authorities
have come to realize that not all
poisonings are reported. Often a
child is treated immediately
and successfully by his parents
or a doctor and the accident
goes unrecorded.
Sometimes deaths from
accidental ingestion of poison
go unreported, too. Members of
the farniliesaihffer from such a
sense of guilt over having put
death-dealing substances in the
paths of children that they
never even tell their physicians
what happened. Or the doctor,
out of sympathy for the parents,
may not pass on word of a
tragedy to the poison control
center.
As a first step toward ending
these catastrophes, safety
experts recommend that
housewives take an inventory of
what they keep stored in the
cabinets under their sinks.
What are they likely to find?
Scrubbing powder, ant or roach
poison, laundry bleach, soap or
detergent, ammonia, water
softener, silver and metal
polishes, metal scrubbing pads,
floor wax, aerosol cans of oven
clearner and air deodorants,
furniture polish, disinfectants
and perhaps cleaning fluid as
well. There also may be a
receptacle containing garbage.
Every one is poisonous. Some
act so quickly upon being
swallowed that nothing can be
done to save a child who accidentally consumes them,
horrible as they may be to the
taste. Moreover, the improper
use of spray cans can blind or
otherwise maim.
The proverbial ounce of
prevention is worth a gallon of
antidotes, however, and here

BY ITSELF
or

IN COMBINATIONS

LOROX
)(
SOLVES MANY WEED PROBLEMS
IN SOYBEANS
1) By itself, LOROX outperforms other
herbicides in soils of 1% to 4% organic
matter.
2) Mix LOROX with ,LASSO* and it's the
best combination for fields that vary in
soil type.
3) Follow LOROX after TREFLAN•• preplant and knock out serious grass
problems and tough broadleaves.
4) Plant no-tillage soybeans and give
them a weed-free start with LOROX
Try the versatite weed killer. Try LOROX
litnoron weed killer
With any chemical. *Plow
warnings carefully.

labeling

instructkons

and

•Trademark of Monsanto COMitany
•• Trademark of Elanco Products Company

See us today for LOROX — the versatile
Weedkiller.

2. Do not keep food in the
are a few of the simple
measures compiled by the same cupboard or cabinet with
safety and research department products that are not to be
for the deactivation of poison eaten.
boobytraps in the home:
3. Keep all poisons out ofeasy
1. Never put any poison or reach if children are in the
harmful substance in jars or house.
4. Make sure that all potenbottles originally designed for
consumable liquids or foods. tially dangerous liquids are in
Nothing is more enticing to a tightly closed containers,
small child than a familiar- preferably of the type that are
looking Jam jar or soda pop designed so that children cannot
bottle even though it contains open them.
poison.
The National Safety Council
cautions housewives to leave
labels on all containers 90 they
will be clearly marked SS to
contents. Children should be
shooed from the kitchen when
potentially dangerous
household cleaners are in use.
This applies particularly to
bleaches, stove-cleaning substances and any spray-on
The 1972 amendments to the product.
Social Security Law made
One signal of alarm that
many people eligible for danger may be at hand is the
benefits that were not eligible telephone. Many a housewife
before, according to a dashes to answer a ring, leaving
spokesman for the Paducah a bottle of something potentially
Social Security office.
dangerous untended. It takes
One important change was only a split second for busy
increasing the amount one can little hands to get to work.
earn and still receive social
&nem
benefits,
security
the
Government statistics inspokesman said. This amount dicate that at least two-thirds of
was changed from $1,680 to poisoning accidents involving
$2,100.
children are due to ignorance,
The most important think, negligence or carelessness and
however, is the fact that $1 in Qierefore could be avoided—if—
social security benefits will now if every possible precaution is
be withheld for each $2 over taken.
$2,100, he said. This means a
It may appear to be farperson earning $4,200 a year is fetched to abandon the timeonly earning $1,050 more than honored under-sink sotrage
the allowed amount. If his social catchall for household cleaners.
security benefit is $105 a month, But while it may seem
inhe would potentially be eligible convenient — particularly to the
to $1,1800 a year if fully retired. family dishwasher — to have to
Since he will be earning $105 reach to a higher shelf for the
more than he is allowed, we can superduze=
,4
still pay this person $750 for the guaran
year even though he is earning stain-and-food-blemish-and$4,200 during this year, he polish-the-silver detergent, it
added.
can also be the stretch that
There are many people who saves a life.
think they must be fully retired
to receive social security
benefits,the spokesman pointed
Hummingbirds range in size
out.
from the 2 1 /4-inch -long
"If you have questions Cuban "bee- to an 8 1/2-inchregarding your social security, long Andean variety.
please contact your local social
security office," the spokesman
Capacity of an Arab vessel
said. "Our phone number is 443called the dhow is measured not
7506. We will be glad to answer in tons but in the number of
arty questions you might have 180-pound date packages it can
about your benefits."
stow.

Changes In
Law Effect
SS Benefits

We Want Your
Home Loan

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER Phone 753-7921
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY,
JUNE 2, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook Is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
A day for rejoicing. Some
unexpected cooperation will
tide you over a difficult spot,
money-wise.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Control a tendency to be introspective and moody during
the morning hours. It could only
take some of the bloom off
happy late-day surprises.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You may not get all the help
you want at first but if you
really NEED an associate's
cooperation, offer him an incentive.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Not a good day in which to
speculate, but a fine one in
which to seek information
regarding future investments.
LEO
(July'24 to Aug. 23) 124
:
g
Curb your innate aggressiveness now. Use more subtle
tactics to get what you want.
Benefits CAN be gained, but all
will depend on your approach.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You are inclined to be extremely critical of others, but
the shoe may be on the other
foot now. Don't be resentful.
Listen --- and learn!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —*4
Pull up the reins rather than
rush ahead helter-skelter. You
could get into trouble if you use
the wrong tactics. Heed your
creative urges.
SCORPIO
(Oct, 24 to Nov. 22)
Organize your program so as
to eliminate time-wasting
confusion. A good activity day
for those born under this Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec, 21) eilki
#
Superior quality of workmanship and tact in all matters
advised. Balance things; gear
endeavors in keeping with high
hopes. Results can
be
gratifying.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 20)
Your judgment a bit cloudy
now, so make no major
decisions and, above all, don't
launch any new undertakings.
Stick with the familiar.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
If you stick close to facts and
control that imagination of
yours, you should get along fine
during this busy, sometimes
hectic, period. Pick your way
discreetly.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Don't give up on a pet project
because it seems to lack luster.
Try a novel twist in approach —
to restore incentive and get
going again.

8(2
)

vi4

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.,
,
Inc.

W. Railroad Ave. — Murray
Phone 753-1933

YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely gregarious individual — a happy-go-lucky
person, motivated by good will
toward all. Also ambitious and
unusually versatile, you have
the potentialities for high attainment in many fields but,
since you are restless and
changeable in your desires,
could stymie your own efforts if
not careful. The Geminian
usually excels in writing,
music, promotional ventures,
any field which involves travel.
On the other hand, you may be
attracted to science and I or)
research and could succeed at
either if you educate yourself
along these lines. You would
make an excellent teacher if
you could master your innate
impatience. Birthdate of:
Thomas Hardy, novelist; Sir
Edward Elgar, composer; Pope
Pius X.

•
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YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR i971 For • personal 140 Csb9e
forecast on health. witalths eve and
marriage. Wild $I 03 plus 25 cents in
coin for costal,* and handkrig 90
Horoscope Book DePartmenl, Sox 171
Old Chelsee Station, New York, N
10011. mentiOntng this
Print your NAME. ADO7E7r
'
weiM
ZIP. end DATE OF BIRTH Ito be sure
you get the rf991 forec•st for 1,01.0
.001
,CKI

-- CASH & CARRY -Puryear, Tennessee

1972 Was Prosperous For Public
Owned Companies Survey Reveals
LOUISVILLE,Ky. —The 1973 Holding
Corporation, postition as Kentucky's biggest
edition of The Kentucky Forty, Louisville; Brown-Forman profit-maker in 1972. The 10
released this week, reveals that Distillers Corporation, leading companies in this
fiscal 1971 was an exceptionally Louisville; Glenmore category, in order:
prosperous year for publicly Distilleries Company,
Ashland Oil; Capital Holding;
held companies based in the Louisville; Louisville Gas & Texas Gas Transmission,
commonwealth.
Electric Company; American Kentucky Utilities; Louisville
This select group of corn- Air Filter Company Inc., Gas & Electirc; Brownpanits with headquarterlin Louisville; Kentucky utilities Forman; Kentucky Central
Kentucky enjoyed a combined Company, Lexington; and Life, Lexington; First National
Increase of 29.5 per cent in net Thomas Industries Inc., Bank; Citizens Fidelity Bank,
Income during fiscal 1972 in Louisville.
and'Thoinas Industries.
comparison with fiscal 1971.
Assets gained, hi part through
Their combined net income 1972 acquisitidns, elevated
reached $277,673,000, compared Capital Holding Corporation to
UNUSUAL OKRA
with combined net income of first place in Kentucky Forty
Okra is an unusual vegetable
$214,488,000 the previous year. rankings on the basis of assests. that's very popular in the south
A member of the hibiscus
This profit performance was Others on that list, in order:
achieved on an 11.9 per cent
Ashland Oil; Citizens Fidelity family of plants, it produces
combined increase in revenues, Bank,Louisville; First National beautiful white flowers with
according to the report. Bank, Louisville; Texas Gas dark brown centers. The okra
Revenues for the group totaled Transmission; Louisville Gas & pods form under these exotic
$4,909,405,000, compared with Electric; Liberty National flowers and should be picked
$4,386,256,000 in fiscal 1971. Bank, Louisville; Kentucky when young and tender They
Assets increased 12.5 per cent, Utilities, Lexington; Bank of are delicious cooked as a side.
to $8,469,778,000, up from Louisville, and Louisville dish or added to soups with a
tomato base. Older pods can be
$7,527,905,000 in fiscal 1971.
Trust.
left on the stalk to become hard
The Kentucky Forty is a
Ashland Oil, which trailed
copyrighted publication of The both Texas Gas Transmission and brittle by fall„ when they
can be picked to make inWenz-Neely Company, a and Capital
Holding in net in- teresting indoor arrangements
Louisville public relations come a year ago, returned to its
counseling firm. This annual
survey of financial performance ranks the commonwealth's largest homebased, publicly held companies
In order of revenues. ComMy sincere thanks to each of you who
panies that have major Kensupported me for City Councilman. I shall
tucky operations but have
ever be greatful for the confidence you
headquarters in states other
placed in me.
than Kentucky are not included.
To my opponents who won, I offer you niN,
Combined results were
heartiest congratulations, my sapport and
heavily influenced, as always,
by the performance of Ashland
wish for your continued success.
Oil In., of Ashland, which is the
largest
corporation
headquartered in Kentucky, on
the basis of revenues. Ashland
Oil accounts for about one-third
of the group's combined
revenues, nearly one-sixth of its
combined assets and one-fourth
of its combined net income.
Ashland Oil achieved
exceptional 172.8 per cent Increase in net income in fiscal
1972, the greatest percentage
Increase of all companies included in The Kentucky Forty.
As a group, here's how
Kentucky Forty companies
performed
during
their
respective fiscal years in 1972 in
relation to 1971:
Thirty-seven registered in**********
creases in revenues;
Thirty recorded improvement
1 want to offer my sincere congratulations to Wimpy
in net income;
Jones as winner of the race for Jailer, and m)thanks to
Thirty-three
each of you for your support of my candidacy.
T
;a more
substantial
It has been a pleasure to meet and talk with each of
All 40 were profitable. A year
you during this campaign, and I hope to do it again four
ago, four companies on the
years from now.
present Kentucky Forty list
I offer my full support of the winner, and ask
sustained operating losses.)
everyone to back this county to the fullest.
The list of Kentcky's 10
largest companies on the basis
of revenues was unchanged
You
from last year. 'That list, in
order:
Ashland Oil; Texas Gas
Transmission Corporation,
Owensboro; National Industries
Inc., Louisville; Capital

Joins cosi
iSOLLYWOOn
Sir
John Gielgud joins Tien
Gazzars, Anthony Hopkins.
'Leslie Caron and Lee Remick
in the mayathon oix-hour
seievisioa show.-101. VI V.' lei
.
AOC.
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Wank You,

Herbert M. Perry

C=2
0 0
0
00000

My Thanks To
Each of You!

Again, Thank

Rupert Maynard
The All New

SIMULATED

DIAMONDS

Murray, Ky.

'499

•
•

4" Channel-Flow ®
Plastic Field Tile, 13.5' per ft.
4,700 ft in 10-ft Lengths
10,800 ft in 225 ft. Rolls
Adapta-els - 95' each
Adapta-tees - 95' each
4" Plastic Adapters - 25' each
2,700 ft in 225 ft. Rolls of Perforated
Plastic Pipe - 11' Per Ft

Laird Brick Co., Inc.
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4 Days
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BANKAMERICARD

Come in, compare with your
genuine
diamonds. See if you can tell the difference. You'll be amazed—many
of
the wealthy people keep
their real
diamonds in the vault and wear
Your Friends will never know these.
the difference.
PRINCESS SINS
DONNIE MINOS
MIN MINOS

CT. TUPPANT
I CT
2C9
VI

$9t,
$1099

"Guaranteed"
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CLUSTER
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VIKMA Ch
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WKON Ch
WKII Ch
WKSO Ch
VVK AS Ch
AMOS CIS
VVCVN CE
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21
52'
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29
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WEDNESDAY,JUNE 6
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
600 MISTER ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 NEW SHAPES:EDUCATION
7:00 BLUE GRASS
SPORTSMAN
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 "LIFE" WITH BOB
SCHULMAN
8:30 BOOK BEAT: The
Tiger Waits
9-00 JUNE WAYNE: Bar-_
barlee Diamondstein
9:30 TURNING POINTS
10 00 INTERNATIONAL
PERFORMANCE: THE
FIREBIRD

12
12
10

95
ee
II
73
73

ALL TIMES
EASTERN DAYLIGHT

FRIDAY, JUNE 8
400 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

THURSDAY, JUNE 7
4.00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL

HAZ AR0
WKHA Ch
LE %MG TON RICHMOND
PIKE! Ch
LOUISVILLE
WKMJ Ch
OWENSBORO TRANSLATOR
Cl.
WHITESSURG TRANSLATOR
CO
PINEVILLE TRANSLATOR
Cl,
BARBOURVIL L E TRANSLATOR
Ch
COWAN CREEK FOLIA TRANSLATOR
CI.
LOUISA TRANSLATOR
Ch

6:00 MISTER ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
700 COOKING THE
CHANESE WAY: Introduction
7i 30 EKU PRESENTS:
Authority Crisis: Dr. Richard DeGeorge, U. of Kansas,
discusses how people relate
to modern authority figures
and laws.
8:00 HUMANITIES FILM
FORUM.: Andersonville
Trial (3 hours)

MADISONVILLE
MOREHEAD
MURRAY MAY FIELD
OWE NTON
PIKEVILLE
SOME RSE T
ASHLAND
BOWL INC GREEN
COVINGTON
EL IZABE THIOwN

*
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P.cture
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Movie

Lost In
Space
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Paducah

WDXR
Ch. 29
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Courtesy

DIAL 753-6363

DAY or NIGHT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

For Correct

12. "The Shoes of the
Fisherman," starring Anthony Quinn, with Laurence
Olivier, Oskar Werner,
David Janssen, Vittorio De
Sica, Leo McKern, John
Gielgud, Barbara Jefford
and Rosemarie Dexter as costars. In the film, Soviet
Premier Kamenev, hoping to
establish a Russian sphere of
influence in Rome, arranges
for the release of political
prisoner Kiril Lakota, an
archbishop of the Catholic
Church who has been held in
a Siberian prison camp for 20
years.
10:30 p.m. —Late Movie:
Channel 12( 11:30 on Channel
5) ,"Powderkeg," starring
Rod Taylor and Dennis Cole.
A
pair
of
tough,
troubleshooting investigators
In the Southwest during the
1914 era are called in to help
get a hijacked train and its
passengers back from a
Mexican "liberator" holding
-them hostage in exchange for
the release of his bandit
brother.

753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

uting cheery and light into a
salty seacoast town.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: "A Day of
Fury," Channel 5. Dale
Robeftson, Mara Corday,
Jack Mahoney, Carl Benton
Reid, Jan Merlin, John
Eruier. Individualist, with
little use for law and order,
can't reconcile himself to the
taming
of the once wild
West, so disrupts the life of
the town of West End
7:00 p.m. —Movie: Channels 5.

Friday, June 8
9:00 a.m. — Movie: "Cape
Fear," Channel 8. Gregory
Peck,Robert Mitchum, Polly
Bergen, Lori Martin, Martin
Balsam, Jack Krbschen,
Telly Sevalas, Barrie Chase.
Successful lawyer who
testified against sadistic
brutal man in a shocking sex
crime finds himself being
harassed by the man seeking
revenge after eight years in
'prison.
12:00 p.m. — Movie: "Danger
Signal," Channel 3 Faye
Emerson, Mona Freeman,
Zachary Scott, Bruce Bennett, Rosemay DeCamp.
Happy family erupts into
traingle of seething emotion
!. when sister is turned against
sister by a writer v(ho is no
good.
3:30 p.m. — Movie: ."Captain
January," Channel 4. Shirley
Temple, Guy Kibbee, Shin
Summerville, June Lang,
Jane Darwell, Buddy Ebseft.
Into a lonely lighthouse
keeper's life comes Shirley to

Friday Highlights

LAURIE PRANGE stars as a strange, speechless child who
meets Kitty (Amanda Blake) in the wilderness, following a
stagecoach accident, on "Gunsmoke," Monday, June 4 (7:00-8:(0
PM. CDT) on the CBS Television Network. (Rebroadcast).

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

ANTHONY QUINN (standing), as Cardinal Lakota, is overwhelmed to learn that the assemblage
of Cardinals has elected the new Pope,in a scene from "The Shoes of the Fisherman," to be seen in a
three-hour presentation of "The CBS Friday Night Movies" Friday, June 8 17:00-10:00 p.m., CDT)in
color on the ,CBS Television Network. (Rebroadcast).

TUESDAY,JUNE 5
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30 ELECTRIC COM
PAN'Y

MONDAY,JUNE 4
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:90 MISTER ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6.00 MISTER ROGER'S
NEIGHBORHOOD
630 BUSINESS OF WRITING Writing Persuasively
7:00 MAKING THINGS
GROW III. Softwood Cuttings
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
'8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK
9:30 WALL STREET
WEEK
1 0:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 BLACK JOURNAL

SUNDAY,JUNE 3
700 ZOOM
7 - 30 FRENCH CHEF
Flaming Fish
8:00 AMERICAN ODYSSEY: Off to the Sea Again
9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: Vanity Fair
10:00 THE ADVOCATES
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PROPOSAL OF MARRIAGE — Mary Richards (Mary Tyler Moore) meets an old boyfriend
, (Michael Tolan ) who proposes marriage, to the dismay of his fiancee, on "The Mary Tyler Moore
Show"Saturday, June 9 (8:00-8:30PM. CDT)on the CBS Television Network. Rebroadcst)(
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Saturday, June 2
12:30 p.m.—Movie: "Luck of
the Navy," Channel 29.
Geoffrey borne. Englishman is entrusted with sealed
orders to foil an enemy attempt at invasion. An urbane
sinister spy posing as a
cripple attempts to steal the
papers.
2:00 p.m. — Movie: "The
Hangman," Channel 29.
Robert Taylor, Tina Louise,
Fess Parker. Deputy U.S.
Marshal, determined to
track down a man wanted in
connection with a hold-up
and killing, discovers entire
town protecting the suspect.
3:30 p.m. — Movie: "Who Goes
There," Channel 12, Peggy
Cummins, Nigel Patrick.
Involved romance about the
men of the Palace Guard and
the pretty girls who chase
them.
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Ths Worms

Is Mare

Pans
Tenn

Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

problems of the passengers
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Francis,"
and crews of a Navy Jet and
Channel 5. Donald O'Connor,
a passenger plane flying in
Patricia Medina, Zasu Pitts,
directions, headed
opposite
Ray Collins, John McIntire,
for disaster as they approach
Edward Franz, Anthony
each other.
Curtis, Frank Faylen.
11:00 p.m. — Movie: Charlie
Lieutenant, rescued by
Chan in Murder Over New
talking mule, becomes a hero
York," Channel 29, 'Sidney
spy.
beautiful
exposing
after
A murder on a plane
Toler.
ward
He's tossed into psycho
York,and Charlie
New
to
trip
when he insists "Francis"
finds himself right in the
told him. Mule and friend
midst of trying to find the
reunited after war.
murderer.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: "Rio Con11:30 p.m. — Movie: "Nutty
chos," Channel 8.Richard
Naughty Chateau," Channel
Stuart Whitman,
Boone,
Curt Jurgens, Monica
5.
Wende
Tony Franciosa,
Vitti, Suzanne Flon, JeanWagner, Warner Anderson,
Claude Brialy, Jan-Louis
Edmond
Brown,
Jim
Trentigant. Young man
by
O'Brien. Harrassed
a scandal in
fleeing
bandits and Indians, four
Stockholm takes refuge in a
desert
Texas
the
cross
men
strange Swedish chateau
after the Civil War to track
where the members dress in
down stolen army rifles.
18th century clothes.
Trail leads to a southern
a
up
set
to
hopes
general who
new Confederate capitol.
Filming *Sinbacl
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 4,
HOLLYK'0011 (U P I 1 —
starring
Dirty,"
"Play
6_
Columbia is filming "The
Green
Nigel
Michael Caine,
Golden Voyage of Sinbid" with
and Harry Andrews. A
special effects by Dynarama.
British Army regiment with
orders to stop Desert Fox
Some sneezer
Rommel in North Africa by
NEW YORK (UPII — Allen
destroying a fuel dump, is
Swift, voice specialist in radio
accompained by a merand television commercials, has
cenary leader who would do
a whole library of sneezes,
anything for a price.
including one-second sneezes,
sneezes, wet
8:00 p.m.— Movie: "Botany
two-second
Bay," Channel 29. Alan
sneezes. funny Sneezes and
Mason,
serious sneezes.
James
Ladd,
Patricia Medina, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, Murray
Matheson. 1790: convict ship,
under cruel captain, finally
reaches Australia after
storm tossed journey, One
man, wroggly convicted,
becomes hao when he helps
conquer the plaque.
10:30 p.m.— Movie: "North To
Alaska," Channel 3. John
Wayne, Stewart Granger,
Capucine, Ernie Kovacs.
Fabian. Young prospector
leaves for battle, promising
his partner to bring back his
fiancee.. discovering she has
married another, returns to
Nome with beautiful consolation prize.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: "The
Uninvited," Ray Milland,
Ruth Hussey, Gail Russel;
Donald Crisp, Cornelia Otis
Skinner. Channel 4. Young
man fights the nameless evil
Call the
that fascinates the girl he
loves m a house of violence he
bought with his sister in
art;
England. Followed by:
'
hostess.
No
Murder."
Than
"Worse
She will have lovely gifts
other information available.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: "The
and helpful information
Crowded Sky," Channel 6.
for the bride and groomDana Andrews, Rhonda
Asst. Hostess
Hostess
Fleming, John Kerr, Efrem
Linda Adams
Sue McCoart
Zimbalist, Jr., Anne Francis,
Phone 753-2375 Phone 7S3.37221
Troy Donahue. Personal
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Cliff Cudney (Al) is a Hunt
man whose film credits include
Connection,"
French
-The
"The Anderson Tapes," "Badge
Robbers,"
373," "Cops and
Friends."
Good
and "Such
Ls not
assignment
prevent
Cliff's
all hazardous stunting.

ing for motion pictures and
TV commercials, which he has
mixed with stock car racing.
Jake's IV experience began in
1952 when he participated in
University's in-depth
Cornell
auto crash research project. Its
findings became the telecast,
"The Search," and Jake starred
in it. On his own. time, Jake
operates a show, the All-American Hell Drivers, and is one
of the few stunt men who can
drive a car a considerable distance on two wheels.

2.W heel Shinier
• fr.!
lake Plurnstead (Roy) is a
25-year veteran of stunt driv-

The
Und•rdog
The
Barkley*

30

00

I la.

704

oo

630

Kentucky.

and the two-wheel "high skis"
drive. She began her career as
secretary to the owner of a
thrill-driving show in Russell,

Kaye. Kaiser, part-owner of
her own all-girl thrill-driving
show, is the only female driver
known to have the skill for
both the ramp-to-ramp jump

stunt drivers are now milting.
a name for themselves on national television. To viewers,
they are Um, Roy and Al—a
thrill team "skiing" autos on
two wheels, doing ramp-toramp driving, and making high
speed reverse spins.
Ia real lite, however, they
are Kaye Kaiser WW1. Jake
Cliff
Plumstead (Roy), and
4.11 three are
Cudney fAlL
veterans of the thrill driving
circuits. but had actually never
performed as a team until they
were signed to do commercials
for the Uniroyal Tire Corn.

New York—(14K) — Vhree.

Make it BIG on TV

Uni, Roy and Al 410111,111M11.1
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John Saxon, a karate expert
himself, stars in "Enter The
Dragon," a Warner Bros.
picture dealing with today's
martial arts.

Thursday, June 7
9:00 a.m. — Movie: "Jazz
Singer," Channel 8, Al
Jolson, Warner Oland,
Eugenie Besserer, May
McAvoy, Otto Lederer. Story
of a young man's desire to
become a Mammy Singer
against the wishes to his
Orthodox Jewish tether.
3:30 p.m. — Movie: "Critics
Choice" Channel 3. Bob
Hope, Lucille Ball, Marilyn
Maxwell, Rip Torn, Jessie
Royce Landis. Wife of a
vitriolic drama critic writes
a play and her husband
agrees not to review it. After
a session with his ex-wife, he
breaks his promise and his
wife threatens to leave.
3:36 p.m. —Movie: "Tarzan the
Magnificent," Channel 4
Gordon Scott, Betts St. John.
Tartan captures the Banton
Gang, who terrorize the
Jungle.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: "Take One
False Step," Channel 5.
William Powell, Shelly
Winters, Marsha Hunt,
James
Hurt,
Dorothy
Gleason, Sheldon Leonard.
Professor becomes murder
suspect when girl disappears, leaving behind his
blood stained scarf. Bit by
rabid dog, he follows her trail
with police following his.
8:00 p.m —Movie: Channels 3,
8. "'The Last of the Secret
Agents," starring Marty
Allen and Steve Rossi.
Comedy. A note passes from
a handsome spy to many
others before it mysteriously
gets to a pair of permanent
American tourists in France.
The two become instant
spies, mingling with arch
professional criminals.
10:30 p.m. — Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
5) "Our Mother's House,"
starring Dirk Bogarde. The
story centers on a family of
seven lively, self-reliant
children living in suburban
London and on the problems
that arise when their ne-erdo-well father, who had
abandoned his family,
suddenly appears.
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Late Show Fri.-Sat. 11:40 p.m.
"BRAZEN WOMEN"TC 18 or Over Only

pheeyeautil PICTURES ccnwuv.v.
PLAIMAYS I deem

Get your Free Ticket at Burger Queen to see
"The Magic Sword" Sat. Aft at 1:00.

communicistions Co
: Cirtetwitting Warner Bros SOth Annewers,seg0A Warne.

They've come a long way since that summer of42

squire, Wyndham Lewis
After her marriage to Disraeli, Mary' Anne rang doorbells
and visited shopkeepers to help
him get elected to the House of
Commons. She made the rounds
of dinner parties and entertained graciously at home, dropping an occasional racy story
into conversational lapses Disraeli was delighted with his vivacious wife. He remained a
commoner, but asked Queen
Victoria to make his wife a
Viscountess
This volume is a fine companion to Robert Blake's "Disraeli," which detailed the great
statesman's career with its ups
and downs.

Remember Benjy, Oscy and Hermie?
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SOUPY SALES, the ever-popular comic of television
and films, takes time out from his panelist position
on "What's My Line" to cast his vote in the 1973
All-Star balloting. Ballots are available all over the
country, in major and minor league ball parks, and
thousands of retail stores featuring the Gillette All.
Stardisplay. Balloting ends on July 8th, and the AllStar game is set for Kansas City on the night of
July 24th.

lit

much admired by
RUTH ROMAN portrays a lovely meternuild
violators, in "Cops,"
the patrolmen on the beat and the parking
on "The New CBS
one of a trio of comedy dramas to be seen
p.m. CST),
Tuesday Night Movies," Tuesday, June 5, (8:30-10:00
Network.
on the CAS Television

MRS DIZZY. By Mollie .
Hardwick St. Martin's Press
204 Pages. 87.95.
This portrait of the woman
behind the man looks at Mary
Anne Disraeli, Viscountess
Beaconsfield, wife of Queen
Victoria's favorite prime minister
She was 12 years older than
her second husband and rumors
that Benjamin Disraeli married
her only for money abounded,
although their 3.3-year marriage
was marked with open love and
admiration.
Biographer Mollie Hardwick
traces Mary Anne's early days
in Exeter awl Bristol and her
first marriage to a Welsh
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7:00 p.m. —Movie: "The Last
King of America," channel
12, second in the continuing
CBS News series "The
American Revolution"
chronicling the major events
of the fight for Americai.
independence. Peter Ustinov
portrays England's George
III at three critical stages of
his reign-during and after the
American Revolution. In the
role, Ustinov is interviewed
by CBS News Correspondent

7:00 p.m. —.Movie: "The
Magnificent Seven," channel
5, Yul Brynner, Eli Wallach.
American gunfighters are
hired to protect a small
Mexican town from outlaws.

4:00 p.m. —Movie: "Stop Train
349," channel 5 Jose Ferrer,
Sean Flynn, Nicole Courcel.
American Army train going
from Berlin into West Zone
has an East German
stowaway aboard. who is
being hunted by the Russians
and satellite police.
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Th• 5,g

WDXR
Ch. 29
Paducah

Eric Sevareid, who assumes
the view of a colonial journalist of the Revolutionary
period.
7:30 p.m. Mystery Movie:
channels 4,6 "Poor Devil,"
starring Sammy Devis Jr. as
an inept emissary of the
Klugman,
Jack
devil.
Christopher Lee and Adam
West also star. Having failed
consistently for 1,400 years to
deliver a soul into the hands
of Lucifer ( Lee), a servant
(Davis) is dispatched from
Hades with a contract which
he tries to persuade an
bookkepper
overworked
(Klugrtuut) to sign. Filmed
on location in San Francisco.
Repeat of Feb. 14, 1973.)
10:30 p.m. —Late Movie:
channel 12(11:30 on channel
5) "The Devil's Eight,"
starring Christopher George,
Ralph Meeker and Fabian. A
Federal agent and his handpicked men are pitted
against the corrupt power
structure of a southern state.
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Stan Hitchcock

Burglars broke in the front door
of his home and walked away
with close to 912,000 worth of
merchandise.
The most valuable thing taken
was a pocket watch that had
been in Stan's family since 1812.
His father had given it to him
only months before the robbery.
However, Stan's son, named
_ Stanley Edward Hitchcock II,
won't be without a valuable gift
from his father. He is already
learning the music craft.
"He thinks he wants to be a
picker," Daddy Stan said. "Of
course, he's only four-yearsold."

Wednesday, June 6

3:30 p.m. —Movie: "Wheel of
Fortune," channel 4 Frances
Dee, John Wayne, Edward
Ellis. Country lawyer exposes a girl's father for the
crooked politician he is;
mystery with some romantic
complications thrown in.

1:30 p.m. —Movie: "Weekend
With Father" channel 3 Van
Heflin, Patricia Neal, Gigi
Perreau, Virginia Field.
Widow with boys falls in love
with widower, with girls. The
children scheme for different
parents but change their
minds for a family of 6.

9:00 a.m. —Movie: "The
Sergeant Was a Lady,"
channel 8 Martin West,
Venetia Stevenson, Bill
Williams, Catherine McLeod.
Mechanical error at the War
Department assigns a missile
technician to a WAC base on
a remote Pacific Island—
soldier turns out to be a
young handsome male.

Wednesday,June II

production on his due to limited
facilities. However, the show is
still being seen in some markets
and Hitchcock is currently
negoiating for a new television
show to be filmed in Nashville.
Of course, viewers over the
nation are accustomed to seeing
Stan on television regularly now
doing dog food commercials for
Purina with his dog, "The
Phoenix Flash."
for
records
now
Stan
Cinnamon Records. His latest
release is "The Same Old Way."
It was mailed to disc jockeys
this week.
"I'm more excited about this
record than any I've done in
recent years," he said.
Stan feels that his rural
upbringing, the son of a farmer
who was also a BaptisL
preacher, has had a favorable
effect on his success as a
country singer.
"I think it probably taught me
a lot of down to earth values. I
think country music is real and I
think being raised in a rural
atmosphere was a big help," he
said.
Hitchcock still lives rurally at
Burns, Tennessee about 30 miles
south of Nashville.
Tragedy recently struck there
when he took his family with
him on a road trip to St. Louis.

Wednesday Highlights

By DARRELL ROWLETT
Stan Hitchcock has always
had a love for children. He was
doing a gospel radio show for an
orphans home in Springfield,
Columbia
when
Missouri
Records heard turn and brought
him to Nashville.
Today, he has a houseful] of
kids, four girls and one boy, of
his own. "I got alparot as many
kids on the
ranch as I do
quarter
horses," he
told this writer.
However,
gospel music
was never really Stan's true
calling. He had
Rowlett
his own country music radio show at age 12
and had an all country ship's
band during his military
service.
Later,in Nashville, he had one
of country's first popular
syndicated television shows.
However, he had the misfortune
of having his show, which was
aired at its height in 75 cities,
replaced by "Hee Haw."
It seems that the company
that produced his show won the
contract to produce the "Hee
Haw" series and had to cease
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HOLLYWOOD — While
Keely Smith was married to
bandleader Louis Prima, her
career took off in high gear.
While she Vfas married to
record producer and composer Jimmy Bowen, it came
to a screeching halt, because
she wanted it that way.
As Mrs. Bowen, Keely retired from the spotlight to enjoy the pleasures of home and
family.
Now, however, she's divorced from Bowen and ready
to go back to work, not only as
a recording and nightclub artist but also, perhaps, in a motion picture based upon the
life of Mildred Bailey. Production of the film will depend
upon her acquisition of rights
to the story which, at present,
are in the hands of the late
singer's relatives.
"They will agree to the film
if I lip-sync to Mildred's records instead of singing the
songs myself," Keely explains, "but I don't want to do
that."
Keely and her first husband, Prima, were an earlier
day's Sonny and Cher, establishing an entertainment format which the Bonos have
adopted -- whether they know
it or not
Keely was the deadpan Indian sexpot who sang and
spoofed and put down the volatile Italian musician who
was her husband and partner
in their act.
Cher, who claims Indian
descent, gives the same treatment with the same poker
face to the volatile Italian musician to whom she's married,
Sonny Bono.
"I knew Sonny and Cher
years ago," is all Keely will
say about that, "but I didn't
know Cher was an Indian."
Keely herself is Irish-Indian
Cherokee) born in Norfolk,
Va. She was named Dorothy
Jacqueline Keely but took the
name Smith from her adored
stepfather, Jesse Smith.
Fresh out of high school, she
met Louis Prima while he and

his band were playing at the
Virginia Beach Surf Club and
soon became not only his vocalist but his bride.
"I auditioned on Sunday
and left with him on Thursday," Keely says.
Keely and Prima were married and, working together
during the next eight years,
became one of the most important entertainment teams
of the era.,
The act broke up in 1961
when the Primas were divorced.
"Many people don't know
we are divorced," Keely says.
"They'll ask me, 'How's
Louis?" and I always say,
'Fine,' and let it go at that.
"It's been suggested many
times that we work together
again, but we couldn't do that.
"After the divorce, he didn't
speak to me until two months
ago. I couldn't work with him;
was too upset by it all.! had
to go to the hospital."
Keely's frequently seen on
the TV late show in "Thunder
Road" co-starring with Robert Mitchum whom she
adores.
"When we worked together,
I was married and the mother
of two children," she avows,
-but he was the first man who
ever made me feel like a
woman.
He bought me for the
movie from an album. He saw
my picture on the cover and
decided I'd be right for the
part without knowing much
else about me."
Despite two matrimorual
misadventures, Keely says
she'd like to marry again,
adding, -I'm just looking
around.
"A woman has to believe in
something, and I'm the kind
who has to believe in a man.
"You can be married and
still be an individual. You
shouldn't be submerged. I
learned that the hard way."
She's going back to work,
she says, "for money and to
live."
"You have to have something to do with your life. And
singing is very good for me."

Keely Smith
lives to sing
By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service
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'Hee Haw'Killed Stan Hitchcock's Show,
Robbery Claims Family Heirloom
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Wendell Burton stars
HOLLYWOOD 1UP11
endell Burton will star in
"Good Night Jackie" for
Calliope Productions.

Palance's next
HOLLYWOOD 1UP11 —
Jock Palance will be seen next
in the title role of "Dracula,"•
two hour movie for CBS-TV.

afraid of his personal
feelings, hire a gunman in
their interests and the fight
becomes one of morality
between the two men.
10:45 p.m. — Movie: "Coast of
Skeletons," Channel 3
Dale
Todd,
Richard
Robertson, Henze Drache,
Marianne Koch. An exBritish officer is hired to
investigate the African
operations of a big-time
diamond dredger who is
noted for heavy insurance
coverage.

Sunday, June 3

10:30 p.m. — Movie: "Stage to
Thunder Rock," Channel 29.
Barry Sullivan, Marilyn
Maxwell, Lon Chaney, Scott
Brady, John Agar, Keenan
Wynn, Allan Jones. Lawman
is forced to capture or kill the
outlaw father and his two
sons with whom he WSJ
raised. Town businessmen,

Hudson as commissioner
McMillan and Susan Saint
James his wife, Sally. A
psychopathic suitor threatens
Sally's life because she has
rejected him. Sheree North
guest-stars.
10:30 p.m. — Movie: "Pete
Kelly's Blues," Channel 6.
Jack Webb, Janet Leigh,
O'Brien, Lee
Edmond
Marvin, Peggy Lee. 1920's:
Small band, which plays
speakeasy, has trouble when
racketeer decides he is going
into the agency business and
wants a cut freen•the band.
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PCA Ithe go ahead people

We've got a
great future
ahead. And
we know PCA
can help us
reach our
goals.

By VERNON SCOT1'
HOLLYWOOD 1UPI) — Michael Learned, the patient and wise
mother of "The Walton',"is not altogether•stranger to the qualities
of that impressive lady in her private life.
Unlike Olivia Walton, however, Michael Learned is divorced, and
her own brood is a good deal smaller than her electronic family.
She is the mother of three sons, Caleb, 15; Christopher, 13; and
Lucas, 10. All the boys are the sons of Peter Doom to whom the
actress was married for 16 years and whom she divorced • year ago.
The Donets had worked together in San Francisco for six years
with the American Conservatory Theater which Michael
uncharacteristically boasts is, "the best repertory theater in North
America."
Her divorce is more painful than most, Michael believes, because
there was no bitterness involved. The marriage simply ended.
Michael moved to Los Angeles on • tentative baeis last year. a
month before the CBS series began filming. It wasn't until last
January that she took a comfortable house in Hollywood and
decided to make Southern California her home.
She still has reservations about the move,saying: "I never thought
I'd be in a television series. divo'rced or sitting by a swimming pool—
but here I am doing all three,and not too unhappy about it."
Michael is more beautiful than her plain Jane makeup would have
you believe in the series. Her voice is modulated and her manner
warm.
Aside from acting, her interests lie almost exclusively with the
boys. Her three-bedroom house is overrun with petit. There are a pair
of dogs and a trio of cats.
Demanding schedule
Because her work schedule is demanding, it is necessary for
Michael to empty a full-time housekeeper to look after her sons when
she is working at Warner Bros. But she arises with them at 6 a.m.,
fixes breakfast and menages to get to the studio on time.
More Mien than not she is hOMP in time to prepare dinner and
gossip with the boys about school and social life. Michael has little
social activity herself. She hasn't been able to date other men since
the divorce because she feels the boys need her time and attention.
Her cooking is good if not spectacular. Michael never follows a
recipe, prefemng instead to experiment with a pinch of this and that.
Actually. Michael'is torn between her real family and the Walton
clan with whom she spends so much time on the set.
"I just finished our three-month '.oration," she says, "and I never
thought I'd miss the cast as much as I have. We really have come to
love each other, and I know that sounds corny."
During the hiatus Michael corresponded with Ellen Corby, who
plays Grandma,and Ralph Waite. who protrays her husband on the
series.
While Michael's wardrobe on the show is typical of a rural woman
in the depression years of the 1930a, her own clothes closet is not
brimming with chic fashions.
she hat. an extensive collection of blue -jeans and blouses Ifer
favorite footwear is sneakers. "People think the minute NI/U get s
series you're rich IF% ernight,- she says. "Thai's not true it all."
eekends are spent with the boys around the swimming pool or
exploring various Southern California points of interest. Not
infrequently Peter Donat comes to visit his sons, a yisitor who is
welcomed hv Michael, too.

Mom of Waltons
has her own family

Tv profile
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Sunday Highlights
Sunday. June 3
12:30 pan. — Movie: "The Big
Broadcast of 1938," Channel
5. Bob Hope, W.C. Fields,
Martha Raye, Dorothy
Lamour, Shirley Ross. Race
between two ocean liners and
an ex-husband chased by
back
three ex-wives for
alimony.
12:30 p.m. — Movie: "Spring in
Park Lane," Channel 12.
Michael Wilding, Anna
Neagle. Improvished
nobleman falls in love with
niece of his employer.
7:00 p.m. — Movie: "The
Buster Keaton Story,"
Channel n. Donald O'Connor, Anny Blyth, Rhonda
Fleming, Peter Lorre. Truelife story of one of the great
comics of the silent screen
His climb upward and his fall
are faithfully recorded.
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6. "No Hearts,
No Flowers," starring Rock
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Carson has
relaxation on Coast
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The annual Coaches AllAmerica Football Game will he
telecaet by •A BC from Lubbock,

Six one-hour dramas based
on the Book of Exodus will be
,resented next season on the
:FIS network, with Burt
Ancaster east in the role of
Moses. The title of the series is
"The Layiei%er," and it will be
filmed in Israel anti other areas
in the Middle East.

tee

•-BC's "Make a W ish"
children's series on Sunday
forenoons will return for a third
season next fall.
•• 4
Jackie Gleason will be back
with sonic one-hour specials on
CBS next seasdn. One show is
definite, date not set, and the
comedian hopes to do several
others of yaried types at
irregular intery els.
•••
Hollywood's Oscar Award',
veremonies will be seen for Ike
on the ABC network
Nears
.beginning in 1976. The network had the annual program
for I years through 1970, then
It yy sys itched to NBC where it
oil continue through 1975.

***

Ni.:W
YORK
UPII—
Sammy Davis Jr. has signed a
long-term pact with NBC-TV,
giving the network exclusive
use of his talents in all major
television appearances
beginning with the 1973-74
season. He will be a frequent
guest on the new "NBC
Follies" series in the fall.

Phone 436-2403

Janitorial-Trash Service
Interior -exterior Painting
Window cleaning-Wall washing
Lawn Care

Repair Service

Maintenance

Home & Office

Boyd & Woodward
Maintenance, Inc.

Cooper in 'Survivors'
HOLLYWOOD :UPI I Jackie Cooper trades his
producer's hat for the
greasepaint box once more with
a starring role in "Chosen
Survivors' to be filmed in
Mexico City.

Producer Norman Rosement
is preparing for NBC-TV a
special musical version! of
Charles Dickens' novel, "Great
Expectations." Plans call for
production in Europe with an
internationally (anions cast.
Mel Mandel and Norman
Sachs will supply the
songs.
Jack Gayer

Texas, at 8:30 p.m. Saturday.
June 23. East and West seniors
of the 1972 season play in the
game.

Television notes

due to a preponderance of
jOhnny
male births. If U.S. resists,
they will annihilate Earth.
10:30 p.m. - Late Movie:
Channel 12111:30 on Channel
5) "Night Must Fall," •
By VERNON SCOTT
Johnny Carson is enjoying an entirely
HOLLYWOOD
starring Albert Finney and
second year of telecasting his "Tonight
his
begins
he
as
style
life
new
Susan Hampshire. The film
from California instead of New York.
Showconcerns a Welsh boy with a
In place of a fashionable apartment in Manhattan, Johnny lives in
pleasant way with people
a large, rambling Bel Air mansion with swimming pool.
whose dark brooding is
Each morning he enjoys batting some tennis balls against the
hidden behind his laughing
garage for exercise, a treat that was denied him in New York. He
admits he would have bought a place with a tennis court except that
mask.
it would have attracted friends and relatives from far corners of the
world.
"Life is a little more relaxed here," he says. "You have to be
Anne Murray signed
careful you don't become apathetic."
,H01.1.111(X)D IUPII There's little chance of Carson turning loafer.
Producer Stanley Kramer
He drives to NBC's Burbank studios five days a week at I o'clock
signed Anne Murray to sing the
in the afternoon. The trip takes him about 20 minutes, or the same
Hank Mancini-Hal David tide
time it took to cover one-tenth that distance in Manhattan by cab.
song, "Send a I.ittle Love My
()nee at the studio he studies the run-down of the show, checks on
% ay.," in "Oklahoma Crude"
the guests, lines up future guests with his staff, confers with his
hich stars George C. Scott and
writers and works on his monologue. He also goes through important
Faye Dunaway
mail.
He tapes his show from ts-7:30 p.m. with a live audience, must of
whom are people on vacation or Hollywood visitors. Carson says if
he taped his audience in the afternoon the people might be less
sophisticated.
If Carson looks splendidly tailored it is not impossible he is
wearing his own line of clothes..
WDXR
KFVS
WSIX
He initiated Johnny Carson Apparel three years ago. His suits and
Ch. 29
Ch. 12
Ch. 8
sports jackets and shirts are sold at 1,500 retail stores across the
Paducah
Cop•
Nashville
and doing well.
country
Girard•au
Carson is home in plenty of time for dinner which sometimes is
cooked by his wife, Joanna. But there is plenty of help in their new
Summ•r
home.
Sernesr•r
Many of Johnny's television guests are movie stars anxious to talk
Breakfast
about their pictures. Johnny feels he owes it to the stars to have seen
Show
their work. Also, he enjoys the privacy afforded by seeing films at
Bozo
CBS
home. There are no fans asking for autographs.
Morning i
..
On weekends Johnny plays tennis at the homes of friends with
r
News
courts. And on most Saturdays and Sundays he kills around the pool.
Johnny gave up golf with the observation: "It's a nice way to louse
Zoo
Captain
up a walk."
Revue
Kangaroo
Among Johnny's friends are comedians Dick Martin, Bob
Green
Acres
Newhart, Don Rickles and his show's producer, Fred DeCordova.
lie's also close to his brother, Dick, who now directs "The "Merv!
Morning
Joker's
Griffin Show."
Moyle
W I Id
S10,000
Three times a year Johnny stars in Las Vegas for a total of five
weeks. He returns to New York six weeks annually to originate his
program from his old stamping grounds. Johnny keeps a New York
Gambit
—
apartment the year around for those trips.
Loy• of
Chanc0p4tre slim Carson will ever be moving to New York per1.. I.
manently.
grew up in the midwest and lived in New York for all those
The Young
Password
do Restless
years. I've had all the cold, wind and rain I need for a long time,- he
.. Search for
Split
says.
Sr.. n o
yo
.'
Setond

Hour," Channel 4. Dana
Andrews, Linda Darnell,
Sterling Hayden, Peggy
King. War veteran flyer with
guilt feelings, aboard commerical airline, is forced to
take over controls when pilot
and co-pilot become ill. He is
talked down by pilot who
knew him during war.
4:00 p.m. - Movie: "Mars
Needs Women," Channel 5,
Tommy Kirk, Yvonne Craig,
Highly
Lord.
Byron
classified U.S. Decoding
Center receiving mysterious
radio signals finally breaks
code, which reads: MARS
NEEDS WOMEN: Voice
from a space vehicle from
Mars gives an ultimatum they will take five women
back to Mars as test cases

Tv profile
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Daytime Schedule for Monday-Friday
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Monday Highlights

migidaY, June 4 .;
9:00 a.m.- Movie: "Dinighter
of Rosie O'Grady," flhannel
8. June Haver, !,Gordon
MacRae, Debbie !Reynolds,
Gene Nelson, James Barton.
of
exDaughter
an
vaudevillian, forbidden to try
for stage career, is drawn to
it by the nostalgia, music and
gay laughs of the period.
3:31) p.m.
Movie: "Untamed
Frontier," Channel 3. Joseph
Cotten, Shelly Winters, Scott
Ball.
Suzan
Brady,
Homesteaders' fight for free
government land against
ruthless cattle rancher who
wants land for grazing.
Rancher's nephew tears
down barriers and opens land
to farmers.
3:30 p.m. - Movie: ...Zero
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Lost In
Space

The Big
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HOLLYWOOD (UPI I Movie newcomer Pat Anderson
landed the feminine lead opposite George Peppard in
"Newman" at Universal
Pictures.

CAPTAIN HOLLISTER. By
David Chandler Macmillan.
207 Pages. $5.95
Everybody's heard about
black humor, but there aren't
many who are sure just what it
is. Even the critics aren't generally agreed as to just what it
takes for a book to be lumped
into this literary subgenre.
So, when faced with the question, many prefer to follow the
line of least resistance and give
examples rather than definitions Examples, such as "Captain Hollister •
This is a humorous novel, but
only in a sense, since what often
starts out as genuinely funny
gets pretty sick by the time the
joke has run its course. Death,
to seize on one of David Chandler's themes at random, isn't
generally regarded as a ha-ha
sort of subject Yet, there are
times when Chandler almost
makes it come off but spoils
what might have been a laugh
by belaboring his theme at
greater length than it can
stand.
The novel deals with one
-Hollister - Ernest. Captain,
United States Army Reserve,
Bachelor of Arts. University of
Master of Arts.
California
University of Tennessee. candidate for Doctor of Philosophy
and ex-Assistant Professor of
Greek . " who returns to the
Army after be finds he can't cut
it in the academic life.
Hollister served a tour in
Vietnam his first time around
and returns to that country
when he repinothe Army. But
things have-ilEanged considerably since Hollister was there
before and it is his trying to
cope with these changed conditions with which the novel
deals. Some of his plans. such
as the one to corner all the
heroin in Saigon, are funny, others, such as what to do with the
heroin, are not — just sick
This is Chandler's fifth novel.
and, for the most part he
writes well enough But there
are times when things get badly
out of hand and the book, as a
whole. just doesn't make it
Phil Thomas
AP Books Editor

Jokes Start
Funny but
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30

600
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Harrisburg
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MOST GREAT ARTISTS
NEW YORK I AP)- Lincoln
Center announces its largest recital series in the nine-year history of Great Performers - 15
concerts plus a three-part Bach
series at Alice Tully Hall.
Highlights will be the first
joint New York concert of Yehudi Menuhin and Ravi Shankar and the Philharmonic Hall
recital debuts of tenor Luciano
Pavarotti and soprano Jessye
Norman.
There also will be the Guarneri Quarter, the English
Chamber Orchestra, the Brandenburg Ensemble, singers Beverly Sills, Christa Ludwig,
Evelyn Lear and Thomas Stewart and pianists Andre Watts,
Philippe Entremont, Claudio
Arrau, Martha Argerich and
Alicia de Larroeha.
There also will be two subscription series devoted to pop,
rock and folk.

starring Hal Holbrook
Martin Sheen, Scott Jacoby
and Hope Lange. A bold
departure for television
movies concerning a boy's
shattering discovet that his
father is honiosetual IOAD
11-1-72)
8:30 p.m. -Movie: channels
5,12' trilogy of comedies will
be seen: "Bachelor at Law,"
starring Harold Gould as a
verteran attorney persuaded
by his daughter-secretary
( Sarah Kennedy) to take as
his associate her friend
(John Ritter), a fledgling
lawyer, from 8:30-0:00 p.m.;
"Roll Out", which will be a
weekly feature of the 1973-74
season, starring Sine Gilliam
and Hilly Hicks as drivers for
the Red Ball Express, the
legendary Army trucking
unit in France during World
War II, from 9:00-9:30 p.m.;
and "Cops," starring Vincent
Gardeenia as a seasoned
crime fighter shifted to a
minor precinct after a clash
with his superiors, from 9:3010:00 p.m.
10:39 p.m. -Late Movie:
channel 12( 11:30 on channel
5) "The Two Faces of Dr.
Jekyll," based on Robert
Louis Stevenson's classic
horror novel "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" and starring Paul
Massie, Dawn Addams and
Christopher Lee. Absorbed in
reserch toward isolation of
the two natures of a man, Dr.
Jekyll is revolted by his own
second nature and takes
desperate steps to do away
with his evil self.
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Ill ,-hour day.

ulation.
The company's incoming and
runs
mail ,-olume
outgoing
250,000
and
225,000
from
pieces per day. To help ease
matters for the official post office, Neyerhaeuser processes its
own mail as far as it can using
ten full time and four parttime employees who span a
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LATE SHOW Fri.-Sat. 11:30
"YOUNG SEDUCERS" [11]

SAVAGE!

HCs a death machine!

mei more than a man.

* STARTS SUNDAY *

THE CORPSE GRINDERS
THE UNDERTAKER And His Pals
PG]
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the mails not only for the
city's 156,000 population but
also for another *city" withIn its borders. That's the national headquarters here of the
a
Company,
Vieyerhaeuser
giant producer of forest products, whose daily mail equals
that of a city of 70,11811 pop-

Tacoma, Wash-41111h)-7 he
li.S. Post Oftice here handles

Those Letters Keep Coming
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Tuesday, June 5

9:00 a.m. -Movie: "Woman
Obsessed" channel 8 Susan
Hayward, Stephen Boyd,
Barbara Nichols, Theodore
Bikel, James Philbrook.
Saskatchewan - widowed
mother with an 8 year old son
struggles against the hardships of primitive ranch life;
remarries, must break down
her son's new husband's
mutual antagonism.
3:30 p.m. -Movie: "Far
Country", channel 3 James
Stewart, Ruth Roman,
Corinne Calvet, Walter
Brennan, Jay C. Flippen,
Men,
McIntire.
John
bringing herd of cattle to
Alaska, run up against
lawlessness. They have to
fight to get back the cattle
and, finally, to clean up
Dawson.
3:3u p.m. -Movie: "Abbott and
Costello Meet Frankenstein," channel 4, Abbott &
Costello, Bela Lugosi, Lon
Chaney. Two "Corpses,"
Dracula and Frankenstein's
Monster, kidnap Abbott and
Costello, wanting to transfer
Costello's brains to the
monster.
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Deported",
channel 5, Jeff Chandler,
Marta T. Oren, Clude
Dauphin, Marina Berti,
Richard Rober. American
garwster, deported to native
Ita, joins black market
ring, schemes to import
money, hidden in U. S., but
changes plan when he falls in
love with countess.
7:00 p.m.-Movie: channels 4,8,
"To Kill a Dragon," starring
Jack Palance, Fernando
Lamas and Aldo Ray.
Natives of an island near
Hong Kong hire an adventurer to prevent a man
from regaining possession of
a load of deadly nitro which
they have claimed.
7:00 p.m. -Movie: "He's Your
Dog, Charlie Brown,"
channels 5,12, animated
The
special.
cartoon
"Peanuts" clan protests to
Snoopy's little master, who,
in turn, agrees to send his
bumptious pet back to the
Daisy Hill Puppy Farm for a
in
course
refresher
obedience.
7:30 p.m. -Movie: channels 3,8
The award-winning "That
Certain Summer" (R),
orginial 90-minute drama
made especially for ABC

Tuesday Highlights
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Army Corps Announces Proposed Revision of Regulations

Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
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WHY HAVE LAW?
People need the restraints of
God's laws even though many of
them do not think so. Through
obedience to them people are
brought into harmony with His
expressed purpose and will. By
their obedience.
They prove their love and
loyalty to God. Those who are
disobedient to His laws are
going to be held accountable for
their
disobedience. In this
lesson the first passage has to
do with God's gift of the law at
Sinai, the second with the
human response to the law,
and the third with Christ's
approval and fulfillment of the
law.
Exodus 2e:1-2
This passage appropriately
begins with God, which is
always the best place to begin,
because our first duty is to God.
Unless we are rightly related to
God, we shall never be able to
live correctly before others.
The Ten Commandments,
which constitute a condensed
summary of man's moral
obligation to God and to man,
came directly from God
through Moses to the children
of Israel. Apart from God,
Moses did not have any more
understanding of those things
than did the youngest Israelite
Moses was merely the human
agent through whom God was
pleased to give expression to
His mind concerning what man
ought to be and to do. They are
God's own words to a people
whom He had redeemed and
brought out of Egypt for the
purpose of restoring them to the
promised land. His deliverance
of the Israelities from the
"house of bondage," which was
Egypt, was a type of His
deliverance from sin, Satan,
and hell of the soul of every

sinner who places his fatih in
Christ. Though the death,
burial, and resurrection of
Christ we have been given
deliverance from the bondage
of sin, as well as righteousness
and eternal life.
Psalm 1U:97-104
By
the term "law" the
psalmist meant the written
revelation of the will and ways
of God. In contrast with those
whose minds were at enmity with God and who despised
and rejected the written Word,
the psalmist delighted in that
Word and gave great devotion
to it. Because of his high
estimation of its instrinalc
value, he gave it serious and
prayerful study and applied its
wholesome and soul-nourishing
teachings to his personal life,
and then challenged his readers
to do likewise.. Since men
usually think of and talk about
that which they love, it is not
surprising that the psalmist
said, "0 how I love thy law"
He was truly grateful to God for
the contribution
which His
Word had made to his personal
life.
As a result of his study of, love
for, and obedience to the written
Word of God, the psalmist
became wiser than his
numerous, cunning, and crafty
enemies. With it as the rule of
his life and conduct, he was
able to outwit and overcome
them. After he had
appropriated all of the knowledge
imparted to him by his
teachers, which he considered
beneficial, he searched the
scriptures for the mind and will
of God and obtained from them
a better understanding. From
God, his teacher, he received
wisdom.
Having resolutely dealt with
himself, and fully determined,

NOW OPEN
Phone 436-2403

THE

CHRISTIAN BOOK CENTER
Owners: Wayne & Cathy Perrin
Store flours: 8-6 Mon. - Thurs. 8-9 Fri. 9-5 Sat.
808 Chestnut Street

Phone 753-0425
Murray, Kentucky
"Study to show thyself approved."
2 Tim. 2:15

* BIBLES
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Canals
charge a processing fee of $10
Proposed revisions of the virtually every U.S. waterway. of wildlife.
The Corps permit program for a permit application to
Corps of Engineers permit Included are waterways used
Because of this, the Corps of
residential cover disposal of less than 2,500
all
regulations for controlling work for any type of interstate Engineers will look closely at covers
the proposals to alter any portion of development canals connected cubic yards of material in
performed in the coastal and commerce, whether
navigable inland waters of the waterways support commercial this country's
wetlands. to a navigable waterway. navigable waters. A processing
United States were published navigation or not, as well as Although a single alteration of a Canals not connected to a fee of $100 will be charged for an
May 10th in the Federal tidal waters, the oceans, and wetland may constitute a minor navigable waterway generally application involving more than
any other waters which may change,the cumulative effect of will not require a permit from 2,500 cubic yards. These fees
Register.
The tentative changes were affect interstate commerce.
numerous such changes in a the Corps of Engineers. are designed to cover the adThe principal changes in the given area could result in major However, if after connection of ministrative costs in processing
made to comply with recent
legislation and to insure that all permit program refelect new Impairment of the region's total a private development canal to the permits and will be
interest and en- Corp policies and procedures wetlands resougri es. Thus, a a navigable waterway, the reviewed periodically.
that he should walk in the way public
aspects of the which have evolved since permit for deveIbprnent of any private canal may then come
vironmental
which God outlined for him, he
Three new series
proposed work are properly enactment of the National wetland will be evaluated under the Corps regulatory
—
persisted in removing whatever
HOLLYWOOD
considered before future per- Environmental Policy Act of carefully to determine the authority.
produce three
will
Gems
Screen
appeared in his disposition,
Placing Fill in Waterways
1969. as well as the Federal cumulative effect that many
mits are issued.
new series for the 1973-74
inclinations habits, or cirPermit applications for
The Corps will consider the Water Pollution Control Act, changes will have on the total
series: "lihe Police
television
cumstances that might cause
placing fill or dredged
Protection, wetland area.
Marine
comments received until June the
Story," "Needles and Pins"
him to enter or walk in the
materials into navigable waters
and "The Girl V ith Something
9th arid then publish the final Research, and Sanctuaries Act,
wrong way. Regular reading
Each District Engineer will will now be reviewed in acExtra...
Zone
Coastal
and
the
regulations.
frequent meditation, prayerful
consult with representatives of cordance with guidelines
The permit program under Management Act, all of which
study, and painstaking apappropriate Federal and state developed by the Administrator
Section 10 of the River and became law in 1972. The new
Jupiter's atmosphere
conplication of the scriptures will
agencies to help assess the of
Environmental tains ammonia, methane,
the
Harbor Act of 12199 regulates not policies, as they affect the
these
of
effect
keep us in the right way also.
cumulative
hydrogen, and probably water,
Protection Agency and the
only construction of structures 'Nashville District, are outlined
activities before granting or Secretary of the Army.
Hindrances to obedience to
the same ingredients that may
such as pilings, anchorages and below, according to broad
God may be external. They may
have produced life on earth
denying permits for work in
Fees
marinas, but also such categories:
about 4 billion years ago.
does not mean
lie in one's friends and
This
wetlands.
will
Engineers
of
Corps
The
operations as dredging canals,
One's
associates.
that development of any kind
cirWetlands Protection:
disposal of dredge material,
cumstances may be a conWetlands need to be protected will be prohibited in wetlands.
filling of wetlands and the
tributing factor in his
The wetlands policy of the
transportation of dredged because they are important in
disobedience. On the other
Corps considers the over-all
supply,
water
and
storage
flood
material to the ocean for
hand, the hindrances may come
balance between development
PHONE 753-1272
dumping. About 7,000 permits and essential for food chain
principally from within. In the were issued last year.
production and as nesting, and conservation and careful I
A SPECIALTY!!
PRESCRIPTIONS
consideration will be given to
case of the psalmist some of
Beginning now, the Corps spawning and rearing sites for
It-Or It Can't Be Had A
Willet
14-We
lire
We
possible alternative activities.
the hindrances were within his
permit program applies to waterfowl, fish and other forms
own mind. Moreover, he
discovered that his own feet did
not stand firm, but that, if be
were not careful, they would
cause him to cross over the line
Into the realm of disobedience.
As long as one lives on earth, he
never entirely masters the
hindrances that are within. If he
really untends to live for God,
and obey Him as he should, he
must remain constantly on
guard lest he enter upon some
sinful way. Knowledge of,
meditation on, and obedience to
the Word of God will result in
understanding, knowledge,
wisdom,
and
victory,
Prices Good Friday, Saturday & Sunday, June 1, 2 3
satLsfaction.
Matthew 5:17
When Christ assumed the role
of Teacher many wondered
what He believed, and whether
Three big trays, 26
or not He would be a true
sized compartments.
Syncro-drag,
Features
Hebrew. So much emphasis was
no-twist spool, smooth
Stay-dri ribbed trays.
placed upon the Mosaic Law
star
drag, hard-chromed
Polyproplene.
that man was accepted or
winding cup.
rejected by the Jews on the
Reg. 6.99
Model 7700
basis of his attitude toward the
law. To avert any possible
conerninfi
misunderstanding
his attitude toward the law,
neg. 19.97
(lutist spoke to His disciples in
the hearing of the multitude and
told them plainly that He had
not come to destroy the law and
the prophets but to fulfill them.
He had not come to annul,
reverse, or abrogate anything
but to fulfill everything that was
declared in the older revelation.
Thus He sought to allay any
Reg 18.97
prejudice on their part towards
Him and to incline them to
receive His teachings. Christ
did not brush aside the law as
differTwo spools
something of little or no
ent line capacity, gear
significance, but He fulfilled it
train, carbide guide
perfectly. He revealed the
line, teflon drag, cordeepest meaning of the law by
rosion-resistant finish.
which He lived and through His
sacrifice at Calvary He showed
the end toward which the
cermonial law pointed.
Christ considered the moral
and ethical law as perpetually
binding on all mankind. Would
to God that all who profess to be
His servants had the same
regard for God's law which
Christ had! To God's children
the law still is the expression of
His will for them.

WALLIS DRUG
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Church
Mormon
The
reported during the 1973
General Conference in Salt
Lake City that its membership
had risen to 3.2 million.
Up to 90 per cent of the great
horned owl a diet is mice.

Knock Out Both
Broadleaves and Grasses
in Soybeans This Year.
PRE PLANT
, •
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TREFLAN''

THEN
EMERGENCE
APPLYLURUX
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No one soybean herbicide controls
all broadleaves and grasses. But,
here is an excellent one-two punch:
preplant TREFLAN, then follow up
'with a preemergence treatment of
DuPont LOROX linuron weed killer.
TREFLAN gives you an early jump
on grasses and helps to control
some broadleaves. Then LOROX
With my chemical, follow labeling instructions
and warnings carefully.
I

0
In

gets those broadleaves and helps
control the grasses too!

ROD RIOT
Choose from Berkley, Pflueger, Whittemore
in spinning, spincast or worm rods! A super
value at Big K for your next

LOOK WHAT 100 BUYS!
H& H
Hooks

Spool Line

9-9 Mon.-Sat.

00
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HUTSON CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
W. Railroad Ave. — Murray

phone 753-1933

A

1-6

Your
Choice!
Values to 9.97

Reg. 24C

See us today for your supply of
LOROX and information on knocking out those annual weed and
grass problems with LOROX and
TREFLAN.

'Trademark of Elanco Products Company

Minnow
Dip Net

Panfish Float

Cord Stringer

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8777
BAMIIMIERICaso

Sundays

Acres of Free Park ing

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Independent Business People Feel That They Are Being Discriminated Against
There appears to be a
growing feeling among independent business people, at
least those in the distributive
trades, that they are being
discriminated against by
manufacturers on pricing.
The coninuous survey of the
National Federation of Independent Business shows a
strong swing toward a revival of
legillation strongly pushed in
the 50's under the name of
Quality Stabilization.
This legislation, which was
defeated,*mid have permitted
the manufacturers of brand
merchandise to set a minimum
price at which the item could be
sold at retail.
A survey at that time by the
NFIB showed the independent
business communtiy about
equally divided. Currently a
poll shows 48 per cent in favor,
and 37 per cent opposed with the
balance undecided.
However, among independent
retailers, 56 per cent are
currently in favor, with only 34
per cent opposed.
There are strong regional
differences, as well. In the MidAtlantic States 55 per cent of all
independent firms favor such
legislation, and in the east north
centrl states which includes the
Chicago area, 52 per cent favor
the concept, while in New
England and the Pacific States
51 per cent are in favor.
These are areas in which the
so-called "discount" chains
have been the most active, and
even though there has been a
wholesale closing of discount
outlets, due to the parent
companies running into heavy
financial losses, they have
apparently left scars in the
business communities.
Quality
the
When
Stabilization Act was uo for
Congressional debate in the 50's
it was vigorously attacked by
those who termed it "price
The
fixing" legislation.
proponents did not seem able to
get over what they claimed to
be the main thrust of the
legislation, that of consumer
protection.
The rationale was that unless
manufacturers of brands of
high quality were permitted to
by
brand
that
protect
establishing a minimum retail
price, "footballing" as bait by
some retailers would create
pressures for lower and lower
prices, with the consequent
cutting of quality. In addition,
as independent retailers were
forced out of handling these
the
lines"
"footballed

manufacturers would be at the
mercy of the discounters and
forced to conintue to cut quality
to meet the pricing schedules
set by a few retailers.
It is believed that the switch
in viewpoints on this matter has
been due to increasing conz
miner complaints on the lower
quality and performance of the
merchandise. The independent
retailer is in a position where he
cannot escape the ire of
dissatisfied customers.
In addition, many retailers
are now wondering how some
manufacturers can justify their
discount schedules, which
enable some of the huge merchandising combines the ability
to offer retail prices lower than
their wholesale costs. It seems
obvious to them, that the
manufacturer is making a
profit on all sales, thus they
wonder how inflated are the
prices they pay?
Some 20 years ago, George
Burger, Sr., veteran vice
president of NED3, was successful in getting the Federal
Trade Commission to issue a
ruling that a 20,000 pound
carload of auto tires would
carry the maximum allowable
discount. However, the FTC has
never enforced this principle of
manimum discounts.
A Florida retailer pursues
this viewpoint saying, "If we do
not have some regulation setting a minimum mark-up - (to
provide for the cost of doing
business) - the small independent, as such, will be
entirely eliminated.
Manufacturers and suppliers
are favoring the giant buyers to
the extent that they can sell at
prices lower than the wholesale
prices set for the independents
and still maintain a favorable
profit - plus all the private
labels they provide the giants."

Hospital Report
May 21, 1473
ADULTS 84
NURSERY 8
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl, Warner (Mildred
Lee Warner), Rt. 1, Hardin,
Boy Mills (Susan Carol Mills),
Rt. 3, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Harvey Gingles Story, Rt. 2,
Box 148, Murray, Mrs. Ludean
Norman, Rt. 2, Murray, Miss
Robin Elizabeth Jones, 834 Elm
St., Calvert City, Mrs. Moela
Steele Fitts, 815 N. 20th St.,
Murray,_Mrs. Allene Dunn
Evans, Rt. 6, Murray, Miss
Clestina Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Rob Lavern Dick,321 S. 13th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Jacquelyn Sue
Broach, 624 Hickory, Calvert
Merrie Chris
City, Mrs
Spiceland and Baby Boy. Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs Hutchie Smith,
Rt. 1, Kultsey, Mrs Maggie E.
Williams, Rt 2. Hazel, Robert
Clay Key, Rt. 1, Dexter, Seth
Cooper, 506 Pine St., Murray,
Baby Boy Parrish ( Expired),
Box 74, Lynn Grove.

Classifieds
PAY

system which has resulted in
these military bazars becoming
merchandising
major
establishments.

The operator of a Texas gift
store has this comment on that
situation, "The Fort Hodd PX
sells many items that we carry

A ONCE A SEASON PURCHASE OF DESIGNERS'
SAMPLE LENGTHS FROM OUR OWN PLANTS!
EX / RA SPA'I 1 '

Words cannot express my appreciation to
you, the voters of Murray and-Calloway
County; for electing me your Calloway
County Corner. Also, I want to thank each
and every one that helped in'anyway in my
campaign. -

Sincerely,

Max E. Morris
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In addition, there has been in
the past few years a new
development as a result of the
Pentagon expanding the PX
—

"THANK YOU" -

become aware of the situation
insofar as appliances are
concerned. Legislation has been
introduced which would require

•

A Nevada electronic retailer
takes the position that the
consumer is getting hurt by
current practices saying, "I
support legislation to allow
manufacturers to establish a
minimum retail price on expensive electronic consumer
goods such as televisions and
stereo equipment. In many
cases a large department store
will advertise name brand
consumer goods at coat or below
merely to attract business. In
some cases they do not even
service all the products they
sell, whereas a small specialty
store such as a radio-televisionstereo sales has a large investment in parts and service
equipment. If large department
stores are allowed to sell at
below cost the customers must
pay in increased service cost
from both the dealer and us."
An Oregon grocer claims,
"We believe a manufacturer
should be atbe to pre-mark a
minimum price on merchandise
- providing that the retailer can
and is protected to the point that
a minimum six per cent markup be included (for the
retailer)
Although the RobinsonPatman Act makes it illegal to
use below cost pricing to drive
out competition, the enforcement of this law becomes
difficult. A Connecticut druggist
comments, "According to
national statistics, retail
drugstores have been experiencing a lower net proft
each year for the past few
years, and many stores have
been forced out of business. If
this trend continues, more
stores will be forced to close,
leaving only the --large stores
and resulting in less competition and fewer stores to seve
the public. Something should be
done to prevent the large chain
and discount stores from
squeezing the small retailer out
of business."

at,or near,our coat. I would like no more than ten per cent oft
to see some controls on their suggested retail."
pricing that would be a fair
Some members of the
retail price. By fair, I mean like Congress have apparently

appliances to be labeled with
their
year, similar
to
automobiles. It is the contention
of the proponents that discounts
offered on appliances are on the
previous year's model, with the
consumer believeing it is the
current model.

F
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—
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—
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LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEE
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REMNANT HOUSE
GIVES YOU
A WRITTEN GUARANTEE
OF LOWER PRICES'
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Please Register for the $25.00
Gift Certificate
to be given away June 8th
Midnight Madness Sale.

S

WE SELL LOWER
BECAUSE WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE V'vORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFACTURERS

204 W.'WASHINGTON
9 - 6 (Friday)
9
5:30(Saturday)
Paris, Tn.
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Hospital Report
May 25, 1973
ADULTS 87
NURSERY 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Griffen (Mrs.
Sharon Gail Griffin), Route 1,
Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Clara C. Alexander,
Route 3, Mayfield, Mrs. Dean
Downey, 401 South 12th,
Murray, Mrs. Janet Marsha
Duncan, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Elaine Emma Etherton, 810
Bagwell Blvd., Muriey, Mrs.
William Ralph Evans, Route 1,
Almo, Mrs. Fay Dovnis Forbus,
1704 Keenlard, Murray, Robert
Lee Foster, 402 North 2nd ;
Murray, Harold Robert Kilgore,
701 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Marsha Kay Lovett, Route 4,
Benton, Jerry Dale Maynard,
316 South 15th, Murray, Miss
Eranide Mills, Route 4, Murray,
Mrs. Hilda Christeen Myers,
Box 146, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Kathryn Diane Parish, Box 74,
Lynn Grove, Mrs. Opal Mae
Smith, 304 South 11th, Murray,
Mrs. Joann Vaughn, 1604
Dodson,
Murray,
Mrp.
Charlotte Lamb and Baby Boy,
Route 3, Murray. Mrs. Karen
Elaine Morgan and Baby Girl,
Box 66, Lynnville, Relph Hicks
Woods, 1318 Main, Murray,
Mrs. Marie Giles Oglesby, 1604
Calloway, Murray, Mrs. Gracie
Ann Orr, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
Buelah F. Phillips, Fern
Lodge,
Terrace Terrace
Murray, Tilmon C. Buchanan
(Expired), Route 6, Box 153,
Murray, Mrs. Lily Bliss Utley
( Expired), Hardin.

Reforestation Has Led TVA
Forests to Greater Production

Double Cropping Is
Popular In Kentucky
Lexington, Ky. — Many
Kentucky farmers will soon be
planting soybeans in fields that
now contain wheat or barley.
Double cropping, or raising two
crops on the same piece of
ground in the same year, has
become a popular practice in
Kentucky An estimated 250,000
acres were double cropped in
the state last year. Kentucky is
number one in, the nation in
double cropping, according to
James Herbek, Extension grain
crops specialist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Planting soybeans after
harvesting a crop of barley or
wheat is the most popular
double cropping system in
Kentucky, says Herbek.
Soybean can be planted as late
as July 1 and still produce a
profitable crop, although yields
drop sharply when the beans
are planted later than June 2025.
"Double cropping after
barley has a definite time advantage," says Herbek. "It is
often possible to harvest barley
and get soybeans planted the
first week in June in western
Kentucky. Planting after wheat
is usually two weeks later, and
may be three weeks later with
some wheat varieties."
Herbek recommends midseason to full season soybean
varieties for double cropping.
"Early varieties just don't yield

as well when planted late," he
points out. "York, Dare, Mack
and Hood are good varieties for
the southern and western areas
of the state. Farther north,
Cutler, Cutler 71 and Kent are
Double cropping and notillage planting go hand in hand
on many farms. No-till planting
conserves soil moisture and
saves critical time because
plowing
and
seedbed
preparation are eliminated.
With the no-till system it is
necessary to apply a contact
herbicide such as Paraquat
before planting. The recommended rate is one to two pints
plus surfactant in at least 40
gallons of water per acre. A
residual herbicide is also useful
for preemergence weed control.
Herbek recommends planting
double cropped soybean in
narrow rows. "Research
conducted in Western Kentucky
has shown a definite advantage
for 20-inch rows as compared to
40-inch rows," says the UK
specialist.
''Be sure not to plant
soybeans more than two inches
deep," advises Herbek. "And if
you are planting no-till, you
should increase seeding rates
about ten percept over conventional planting."
The local county Extension
office can provide additional
information on double cropping
systems and no-tillage planting.

Forty Years of
Tree Pleating
Tennessee Valley forests
today contain nearly twice as
much wood as they did 40 years
ago, and are growing over three
times as much wood as the
amount being harvested.
Although various kinds of
development are taking some
forest land, the Valley's forest
area is actually larger today
than it was in 1933, because of
reforestation.
In the 1930's TVA set up forest
nurseries to provide the tree
seedlings needed for a largescale planting program. These
seedlings were provided first to
the Civilian Conservation Corps
planting crews, then to landowners as demonstration
projects convinced them of the
value of planting trees. TVA
supplied more than 600 million
seedlings for this reforestation
work, ending its production as
supplies later became available
from other sources.
This 40-year reforestation
effort—spanning the history of
TVA—has paid off with tree
planting and seeding of over
1,300,000 acres in the Tnnessee
Valley, largely on private lands.
The efforts of hundreds of
workers in Federal and state
'agencies, and the cooperation of
thousands of landowners, have
been involved. Newspapers and
radio and television stations
across the region have donated
advertising space and air time

"I HATE IT
WHEN TI-01
RETURN W
5ERVE!

CLASSIFIED
elle
10

RENT

for thousands of messages
mcouraging reforestation.
111K RENT
The early reforestation work
AUTOS FOR SALE
MUSIC
was aimed largely at con
trolling the widespread erosion USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin PONTIAC CATALINA 1967, Four TWO
APARTMENTS. One.
that existed in the 1930's on grand piano, console piano. door hardtop, power steering, nicely furnished, Air conditioned.
overworked, abandoned Lonardo Piano Company, across brakes, factory air. Excellent $50.00 per month. One uncroplands. But there are major from Post Office, Paris, Ten- conditiion. $750.00. 1965 Old- furnished. Phone 436-2323 or 436-11
economic benefits as well, for nessee.
J5C:e
J1C smobile, four door sedan, power 2427.
both landowners and the
steering and brakes, $450.00.
regional economy, and these BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. Phone 753-8718 after 5:00 p.m.J1C SLEEPING ROOMS for men,L1
are becoming evident as trees Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
furnished, private entrance, air:'
planted 40 years ago begin to Piano Company, across from PONTIAC-1968 Catalina, two conditioned,
refrigerator.
reach maturity.
jic door hardtop, excellent condition. Zimmerman Apartments, South
Post office, par* Term.
Based on values established
Phone 753-3163.
J1C 18th. Phone 753-6609.
June 12C
In a study by TVA forester§ tr-.)
1 PIANO
TUNING
and
Repair.
years ago, the potential income
Registered MONTE CARLO-1971, air, ONE BEDROOM furnished
to Valley landowners from Jerry Cain, 753-8712.
steering and brakes, factory apartment. Air conditioned,
craftsman
Piano
Technician
these plantations is about $13
TFC mags, green with white vinyl water and trash pickup paid.
Guild.
million a year. That figure
roof. $2575.00. Phone 753-9997 or $70.00 per month. No pets please.
would be considerably larger at
J1C Phone 753-8611 or 753-9537.
J1C:
753-8606.
137
..*.NO
TUNING—Repairtoday's values.
rebuilding.
Prompt expert MACH
In addition, these plantations
1-1969, power steering, FURNISHED ONE bedroom..
have provided the resource service. 15 years experience. factory tape player, 390 four apartment,
nice' kitchen,'
base for new wood-using in- Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. speed. Phone 753-4547, ask for screened in porch, utility closet..
Dyer,
Murray,
Kentucky,. Phone Dan.
dustries employing thousands
Couples only. Phone 753-8524. JIG'',
TFC
of workers. TVA estimates that 753-8911.
J1P
each thousand acres of planted
pine provides the base for ten
WANT To dUY
FORD LTD-1986 hardtop, air, MOBILE HOME, 55'x12', three •
new jobs.
power, low mileage. Extra clean. bedrooms, completely furnished,.7.
The need for reforestation WANT TO BUY boy's size 14 Boy Priced to sell. Phone 753-1603 air conditioned, washer and
will continue as land uses shift Scout uniform. Phone 753after 5:00p.m.
J2C dryer, carpeting. On large
and trees are harvested. Today 7127.
J1C
fenced lot adjoining fenced 5
the job off prcrnoting tree
CHRYSLER-1965 New Yorker. acres and pond. Large garage
planting has been taken over by
Real good condition. Phone 753- and shed with large shade trees.
the forestry agencies of the WANT TO BUY; three bedroom 7223 or 753-5081.
J2C Available to see June 10. $125.00
Valley states. With the states' house with family room in city.
per month. Phone 753-0787 betnurseries and well-trained Phone 753-9036.
J5C
J1C MUSTANG FASITACK-1968, ween 5:00 and 9:00 p.m.
persbenel supporting the effort,
289, three speed double powered.
tree planting rates in these
Phone 753-6965.
J2C TWO BEDROOM furnished
states should be maintained at WANTED ANTIQUES and
apartment. Phone 753-3143. J1C
condition.
excellent
in
treasurers
about the present level for some
BELVEDERE
PLYMOUTH
Box
637,
giving
details
to
Write
time to come, TVA believes.
June 7C II-1965, two door, good con- FURNISHED FOUR room
Meanwhile the trees continue Cadiz, Ky. 47211.
dition. Phone 753-7983.
J2C apartment, carpeted, air conto grow—and so do the benefits
BUYER
OF
Standing
timber,
ditioned. No pets and couples
to the Tennessee Valley.
also logs, pulp wood. Phone 753- BUICK SPORTS wagon-1969, only. Phone 753-3323 after
June 4c power and air, new tires. Low
4147.
JI3C
5:00.
mileage. Excellent condition.
WANT TO BUY dark fired plant Phone 753-7381 from 9:00 a.m.- FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
5:00 p.m., Monday through
bed. Phone 753-3921 or 436living room, kitchen, bathroom
J2C
J7C Friday.
2405.
and shower and bath. One or two
May IS, 1973
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartVOLKSWAGEN-1969, red. Real ments, South 16th Street, 753FOR SALE OK KENT
ADULTS..4
good shape Phone 762-2455 after 6609.
June 15C
NURSERY..1
J1C
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS TWO BEDROOM house, large 5:30 p.m.
living room with fireplace, bath
NICE TWO bedroom air conDISMISSALS
and utility room. Phone 489-2161 FORD GALAXIE-1966. Factory ditioned trailer for men. One mile
Mrs. Mary Lois Dennis, Route for appointment.
J4C air, good tires. Excellent con- from town. Plenty of shade and
1, Dexter, Timothy Dale Mcdition, $500.00. Can be seen at 314 privacy. Water and garbage pick
Mullin, Route 7, Benton, James TRAILER AND lot at Blood
South 13th Street.
J1P up furnished. $75.00 per month.
Kee Outland, Route 5, Murray, River near Panorama Shores
Phone 753-9773.
J2C
J.D. Robinson, Ftiveria Courts, Rent $50.00 per month; for sale,
COUGAR
ELIMINATOR-1970.
Box 30, Murray, Mrs. Sharon $4500.00. Phone 753-7765 if in302 Boss four speed. Sharp!' EXTRA NICE furnished one
Dell Schultz, 204 A Irvan, terested.
J1C $1450.00. Phone 7534051.
J4NC bedroom apartment, air conMurray, Mrs. Eula Jane Stone,
ditioned and lots of cabinets,two
Route 8, Murray, Neale Allison
MUSTANG 1965-289. Excellent big closets. Located next to White
Sykes, 812 Fairlane, Murray,
gas
mileage, $350.00. Phone 753- Hall, adjoing University campus.
Joe Glenn Walter, Route 1, Box
727i:
J4C Couples only, no pets. Phone 753142, Murray, Mrs. Wannette N.
.119
3805.
Weatherbee, Route 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Dorothy Nell Wallace and
PONTIAC BONNEVILLE-1970, TWO BEDROOM duplex, 1718
Send them greetings
Baby Girl, Route 1, Cadiz, Mrs.
four
door hardtop. A-1 condition. Wells Extended with stove,
Linda Janice Harrison and
with a Happy Ad in
Phone
753-7381 or after 5:00 call refrigerator, air conditioner.
Baby Boy, 110 N 9th Street,
J4C $125.00 per month, with $50.00
753-8869.
Murray, Mrs. Jane Lee Denial,
our Classified Section
deposit. Inquire at 1714 Wells
1001 W. Powers, Apt. L, Muncie,
J13C
FORD LTD-1971 Country Squire Extended.
753-1916
Ind., Mrs. Carol Lynn Yoe: and
station
wagon.
Air,
all
power,
Baby Girl, 230 S. 15th Street,
stereo AM-FM radio, and trailer THREE BEDROOM house near
Murray, Mrs. Belle Ethel
hitch. Can be seen at Del's Gulf at college, newly decorated. For
Henly, Route 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Five
Points or phone 753-3078. J4C appointment phone 753-5920. J2C
Maggie Mae Kirks, Route 2,
Hazel, Elvin Fayne Lawrence,
LARGE FURNISHED one
1605 Main Street, Murray, John
CARD OF THANKS
bedroom apartment with private
Clinton Ransey, Route 1,
entrance. $75.00 per month.
Dexter, Mrs. Neils Williams,
You're
J4C
I wish to thank my friends and Phone 753-1203.
fray
Route 2, Murray, John Otis
kindness
their
neighbors
for
Wilson (expired), Route 3,
Aheisd
shown me while I was in the FURNISHED HOUSE, near
with
Murray, Mrs. Emma Pearl
Murray Hospital, and Western university Boys or girls. Phone
Want
Graham (expired), Route 8,
J7C
Baptist
in Paducah where I had 753-7575, or 753-0669.
Ads
Murray.
back surgery. Thanks also for
FURNISHED THREE room
the many cards, letters, phone
apartment, air conditioned, one
calls and visits, also for the block from MSU. Phone 753-8250
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00w N
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the Mw-ray Post Office em- TWO BEDROOM brick duplex,
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20 Competent
10 Girl's name
ployees for their beautiful gift. I carpeted, and air conditioning,
21 Babylonian
Small
rug
11
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4 A continent
shall never forget all the kind- deposit required. $95.00 per
29 Swiss river
Man's
17
22P
iv*
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30 Posed for
nickname
nesses shown me and my month. Phone 753,5421 after 5:00
Pronoun
43 Symbol tor
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19 Babylonian
23 Keen
husband. We can never thank p.m.
J4C
ceHorh
32 Smell mat
deity
27 Container
44 Serve'
for drinking
you enough. May God bless each
,
22 Sick
21P Beverage
4 Above and
glee*
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
24 Maiden
of you.
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33 Chapeau
touching
leved by
31 King of
apartment, two bedrooms, fully
Sincerely
36 Initials of
Zeus
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32 Man's
statesman
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June 12C
- nickname
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Hospital Report

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM
TME TAXI? CAN YOU
TAKE ME TO
TNE OLD
CASTLE!

BEATLE BAILEY
WHEN I WAS %AWN&
I U5ED TO CAIN Ii15ELF
50 T1M55 A DAY ON
OUR OLD TANK

ErTHER, 1. YOuleE ecRoNGEg
2. YOU'RE HEAVIER.
3. TANKe ARE WEAKER
4. ALL OF THE ABOVE

THINK
TILL
COULD?

Crossword Puzzle

omen gooR

ammo nom

NANCY
WHY DO YOU ALWAYS
START POSING WHEN
WE COME INTO THIS
BANK ?

THIS BANK
PROTECTED
BY

HIDDEN
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33
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36
37
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LIL ABNER
/
ITHE HOUSE HAS NEVER
BEEN SO CLEAN — MY
CHILD 1-4A5 NEVER
I. LOOKED SO HAPPY —
AND THIS IS A
MARVELOUS DINNER!!

Possesses
Preposition
Engine
Ftylng mammal
38 Electrified
particle
311.88e of Mt
Mahal
40 Stroke
41 Symbol tor
tin
Command
to cat
44 Turkic
tribesman
'47 Guardian
51 Greek letter
62 Wender
53 Lamb's pen
name
64 Fabulous
bird
.
66 Period 01
time
.81
.17cfilwal
67 Secret
agent

27
36 Buries
nese
40 Kind o/ rice
28 Keyed up
horse
with interest r

48 Fish eggs
49 Eggs
50 Lbrtcate

LOST & FOUND

THREE ROOM unfurnished
apartment at 213 Elm in Murray.
275.00 per month. Phone Paducah
J4P
896-3218 for information.

LOST LADY'S gold electric
Timex watch with black leather ONE BEDROOM furnished
band in Murray vicinity. Reward. apartment, ki block from college
sjic
Phone 489-2428.
campus. Extra Nice. Phone 753J6C
4478 or 753-9135.
FOUND LADY's diamond ring at
Oak's Country Club. Owner may
claim by identifying and paying
for this ad. Phone 753-4960 after
5:00p.m.
J1C

TWO TRAILERS. One 10' wide
and one 12' wide. Air conditioned.
Near university. Phone 753-345
or 753-3482.
J2C
PEST (ATHOL

'

FOUND FEMALE bird - dog
puppy,two months old. Found on
Mayfield Highway behind
country club. Phone 753J1NC
2482.

,

FOR THE best' in neat cont;or •
service and termite control call' 4
Superior Exterminating Company, 753-7266.
TFC
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For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.
306 SOUTH 15TH STREET, three bedroom frame house,
completely redecorated,on 72'1120' size lot. Perfect location,
near schools and university. Fine buy at $15,000.00.
1810 MONROE—BRICK VENEER dunlex. three bedrooms
each side. Central heat and air, built-ins. Fine investment
$35,000.00.
1665 RYAN—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house,
presently rented until June 1, 1974. $22,500.00.
MILE wEsr OF TRI-CITY, three bedroom frame house
on 5k1 acres with good stable, crib, garage and four good
bearing apple trees. $15,000.00.
it

NEW HOUSE ON 1208 PEGGY ANN DRIVE,three ,bedroom
brick veneer house, central heat and air, fully carpeted, two
baths, built-ins to include all dishwasher and single carport.
You can't turn this one down at $25,500.00.
WESTWOOD—HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL brick veneer
duplex. Two bedrooms on each side with stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, and central heat and air. Located on large lot
and priced to sell.
FIVE ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley
take. All are wooded and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On
paved road and city water. This is a prime location and
priced right.
BEAUTIFUL WATER FRONT LOT,size 50'x120', Pine Bluff
Shores—Let's Look!
905 GATESBOROUGH DRIVE. Here is a brand new 4
bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, fully
carpeted, all built-ins, dishwasher included and two baths.
Right time for good buy at $35,500.00.
KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hwys. 68 and 80,
with 3 acres and all fixtures, also cottage with 4 units. A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect location. Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office.

CABIN ON KENTUCKY LAKE near Kirby Jennings Trail.
Two bedrooms, beautiful stone fireplace in big den. Just right
for the family who wants to "Get Away From It Al],"
$13,500.00.
917 COLDWATER ROAD. Nice two bedroom frame on approximately 3,4 acre commercial lot with 142' highway
frontage. Be sure to see this one.
NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES. Large den,
kitchen, bedroom and bath, central heat and air. Adjoins
,
TVA. ;12500.00.
the Herman
FOUR MILES NORTH OF MURRAY we have
of
Lovins home and used car business for sale. House consists
with
room
living
large
built-ins,
all
with
kitchen
3 bedrooms,
fireplace, beautiful family room,full basement, central heat
with chain
and air. Has both garage and carport. all fenced
up shop is
Clean
pond.
good
buildings,
out
Several
fence.
link
6
50'x46'. Lots of parking out front, office space. All this and
home
acres of land Give us a call and look at this beautiful
and business.
NICE BRICK DUPLEX AT 204 IRVAN on nice shady lot.
Two bedrooms and bath each apartment. Drapes and air
conditioners. Also 12'x18' storage building. Priced right.
ALMO HEIGHTS—FINE FOUR BEDROOM Brick house on
approximately 131 acres with lit baths, carpeted. A good Size
outbuilding and lots of big trees. $30,000.00.
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four bedroom brick veneer.
Large living room, family room, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
and patio. On nice corner lot.
door opener, paved drive
ON OLIVE STREET, four bedroom home with central gas
heat, bath on each floor, separate garage in the back yard,
also has fireplace. This price is $16,900.00. Better hurry, it
won't last long.
504 BEALE STREET—TWO BEDROOM FRAME house on
62,-2'x150' size lot and real sharp. Imagine sitting on a wooded
lot with aluminum siding. $16,900.00.

1524 OXFORD DRIVE—CANTERBURY ESTATES. Absolutely beautiful four bedroom brick veneer house on exceedingly large lot. Built in 1971. 2kl baths, central heat ( gas )
and air, split level with 3 bedrooms up and one bedroom
down. Fully carpeted. Space is not available to expound on
the quality of this house. Call and look.

1613 BELMONT—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer home
with central heat and air, 2 baths, new carpet, all built-ins
and nice size out building. Look,only $27,000.00.

811 NORTH 16TH STREET—Four bedroom masonry house
plus two complete apartments. Built on 1005(200' size lot,
central heat and air. Live and rent, or live and have separate
quarters for relatives. Zoned R-4, and Priced to move.

511 SOUTH 6TH STREET—Attractive three bedroom frame
house.freshly painted, two baths, large den, fenced back
yard,on 75'x185' size lot. Really priced right-119,500.00.

ON NORTH FORK CHURCH ROAD, 1.4 mile north, of Lynn
Grove Road, a large three bedroom brick home, two baths,
large lot. All paneled, carpets and built-in range. Has carport, electric heat, and good well. Priced to sell. $21,500.00.

ELM GROVE—LOOKING FOR A GOOD HOUSE WITH
ACREAGE? Here it is. A three bedroom brick veneer house
and 12 acres. There are two good outbuildings and a log barn.
$40,000.00.

1612 CATALINA DRIVE-3 Bedroom Brick Veneer house,
carpeted, plenty built-ins. New and ready to move in-Best
part is the price-$17,500.00.
EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1614 KEENLAND. New 3
bedroom home with all built-ins, 2 baths, family room. Large
double garage has big storage room. Also has covered patio
and central heat and air. A most desirable home. Call us to
see.

FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On
large corner lot. Ilth and poplar. Has 5 bedrooms, 2 baths,
central heat and air, 3 fireplaces, 3 car carport, dishwasher,
disposal, basement, large patio, all modern conveniences
and extremely well built. Located near schools and downtown. Shown by appointment only

•N LARGE LIBRARY IN THIS LOVELY BRICK home in
Bagwell Manor. Has three bedrooms, central heat and air, 3
baths, built-ins. Drastically reduced.

121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMUNATELY OUTSIDE CITY
LIMITS. Two bedroom brick veer house on approximately
one acre. Nice double car garage with apartment. Good
income. Also one car brick garage behind house. Priced to
sell, $37,500.00.

2 miles southwest of Kirksey.
/
THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 11
117 acres of fine land and a three bedroom brick home. This is
a fine dairy farm with silo, 4 tractors, milk barn, 63 milk
cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also tobacco
barn. Call for other details.

CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street -New attractive three bedroom brick veneer house with
cuntral heat and air, two baths, two car garage, fully carpeted, and almost ready for possession. Must look at this
price $34,500.00.

AT PANORAMA SHORES.extra nice 4 bedroom brick home
on large lot. Year around home Has 2 baths, carport and on
paved street. Has fireplace, dishwasher and draperies. A lot
of house for the price. Call us for more details.

70 ACRES-5,-2 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY - West of
Almo-hasn't been farmed recently but has approximately 55
acres tenable. Bush hogged recently. Good well. $25,000.00.

SUNSHINE NURSERY at 305 N. 7th St: Has aluminum
siding, large lot and 3 baths. Owner's apt. has 4 bedrooms.
Some carpets. All furniture and fixtures except in owners
apartment. Could accomodate 35 children. Shown by ap
pointment only. Call for detail:.

312 AND 314 NORTH 12TH—BOTH MUST BE SOLD
together. 312 has three bedrooms, dining room, living room,
kitchen and bath. 314 has two bedrooms, dining and living
room, kitchen and bath. Fine investment property.
$29,500.00.

1601 CATALINA DRIVE—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer
hduse on wide and deep lot. An kitchen appliances GE)with
plenty of cabinets, washer and dryer, furniture in one
bedroom. Really a bargain at $24,900.00.

37 ACRES ON DR DOUGLASS RD. with new well and pumpapproximatley if ITIlltYg east of Murray. Don't pass up this
bargain. $12,000.00.

LYNN GORVE —BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer house on approximately one acre, with central heat
and air, two baths, Fireplace and large family room. 22'x22'
work shop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.
EXTRA NICE ONE BEDROOM AND BATH HOME at 910
Pogue Ave. Brick and stone, carpet, large living room.
$8,950.00.
veneer
NEAR HARDIN—LARGE THREE bedroom brick
2 acres. One bathroom, good well, built-in oven
/
house on 51
and
and range, and has good barn. Acreage is cleared
wrong.
be
can't
Price
pasture.
Excellent
fenced.
NEW-807 GUTHRIE--THREE BEDROOM brick veneer
house with central heat( electric) and air, fully carpeted, two
baths, single car garage and plenty of built-hes,. Almost
ready for occupancy. Call for an appointment.--$27,500.00.

HARDWARE STORE IN HAZEL. All stock, building and lot.
Building is in good condition. Can be bought at a bargain.
PANORAMA SHORES— BEAUTIFUL WATER VIEW and
four bedroom frame house with 11'2 baths. All built-ins and a
shop building- 26'x34' which could be another apartment.
$35,000.00.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
x•osniss•swa•s*SMALL F
•

Front End Service
SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR

ESPECIALLY NICE. Three ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay,
bedrooms, two baths, central off Kentucky Lake, across from
heat and air, built-ins, dish- Lakewav Shores and Panorama
washer, garbage disposal, shag'Shores. Good private location.
carpet. Interested? Call John Adjoining T.V.A. boundary.
Randolph Realty & Auction ;6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753Company,753-8382 or Keith Hays, 8997.
June 5P
J2C
489-2488.
COUNTRY L(YIE; trees, water,
WIDE LOTS 1100') on U.S. 641 fireplugs. Extra large. High and
south, for new homes, mobile dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
home, or part commercial Sam Harris 753-8061
June 28C
usage. Phone owner 753-7074. J6C
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
Sharpe Street, beside park, near
schools, shopping
center,
university. Phone (606)5492494.
June 18C
THREE BEDROOM brick house
urge, well built. Ideal location.
Central heat and air, two baths,
large lot, lots of closets and builtins. Must see to appreciate.
Phone 753-5623 after 5:00 p.m.J7C

Auction
Needs
CALL
TODAN)

Allust Sell!!
CORNER LOT IN
CANTEBURY
753-6824
HELP WANTED

DUPLEX-901 STORY—TWO BEDROOMS each, brick
veneer with central heat and air, all built-ins, fully carpeted
and in good location. Priced right. $27,500.00.
824 NORTH 19TH—THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house on 80'x150' size lot with hardwood floors. Single carport/. Real sha and in perfect neighborhood. $24,000.00.

SERVICES OFFERED

Termites
Eat your Home

WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
check with us for residential or commercial lots.

omp e
ome
Remodeling

FREE

oug on
753-096l

CARPET
CLEANING—
Professional. Commercial or
residential at reasonable prices.
Free estimate. Will furnish
references. Phone Handyman,
753-6827.
June 29C

CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY FOR ALL your additionssteam cleaned. Phone Carpet remodeling, residential or
TFC commercial. New or old. Free
Master 489-2504
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
PIANO LESSONS for beginners.
Both adult and children. Phone ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. TFC
-MC Phone Paris,642-6551.
Cecelia Dunn 753-8712.
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492TFC
8837.

PAINTING—HOMES, churches,
commercial. Reasonable prices
and guaranteed quality. For free
detailed written estimate call
Clayton & Jarvis at 437-4712
( Wadesboro I.
June 5P

PAINTING

R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
work guaranteed. Business and
residential. Free estimates
Phone day or night Mayfield 247TFC
7201.

Interior & Exterior

John Yates

HELP WANTED
Licensed Cosmetologist
Needed
Phone 753-3142 days
or 753-8854 after 6:00 p.m.

BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC

Mike Smith
For Estimate
Phone 436-2173

brush
WILL DO trash and
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
TFC KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
WANTED MAN to work on farm, 753-6130.
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
full time. Reasonable salary,
• 13th Street, "Every day you
insurance and
workman's
dela lets ougs have their way."
'
compensation. Phone 767-4384, tenor, Commercial or residenTFC
guaranteed.
quality
work
All
tial.
after 8:00 p.m.
J2C
For free estimates phone SamWANTED TO RFIkrr
&
Painting
Atkins
mie
KNOWN
NATIONALLY
Decorating, Hardin, Ky., 437- MARRIED COUPLE neecis small
welcoming company desires lady 4534,
June 7C unfurnished house before July 1
familiar with Murray to serve as
Must be clean, in Murray, or
welcoming hostess personal
contact with newcomers. Must FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank within one mile. Write Tom
2 North Main,
/
have -car available. Call im- installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Randall, 2031
Bowling Green, Ohio,43402. J2C
mediately 502-842-5566 MondayFriday or write Community PAINTING: Willie's Interior &
Free
Painting.
NOTICE
Greeting Service, P.O. Box 1092, Exterior
J2C estimates. Phone 753-4832 8.00
Bowling Green,Ky. 42101.
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after
Triangle Inn's Strip Steak is
June 5C
WANTED SOMEONE to keep six 4:00p.m.
big and thick. You can't find
year-old boy.
a better dinner to feed you
through the
CLEANING;
PROFESSIONAL
and your chick. "Love at
summer. References preferred.
first bite." Still only 53 99
J2C carpets, furniture, floors and
Phone 753-8150.
walls. Service Master, all you
TRIANGLE INN
to know about cleaning.
WANTED SALESMAN for local need
Mayfield collect 247-7333.
firm. Send resume to P.O. Box 32- Phone
June 5C
N, Murray, Ky. Salary plus
commission with high earJOHR;b: REPAIR Service.
J6C Plumbing-electrical-roofing. and
nings.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.
FOR TRADE

SERVICES OFFERED

WILL 130 bushhogging. Rates
very reasonable. Phone 4365525.
J14C

SERVICEMASTER
For More Than 25 Years

—THE NAME FOR
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING AROUND
THE WORLD
Carpets, Furniture,
Walls, Floors, or your
entire house!
Call Collect 247-7333

Spiders

Gary Kelley
Backusburg Rd.
Mayfield, Ky.

NOTICE

Thank You
Carry Germs

For

Voting For

Howard Koenen

Protect Your Home!
Jo not he deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
round Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

MANAGER

STARKS HARDWARE

For

MURRAY
CITY COUNCIL

"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
Murray. Ky.
100S. 13th Street
.! Phone 753-3914 Ita) or Nite
HOMO

Owned and Operated Over 20 Years

v Licensed by State of Kentucky
(
v Member Chamber of Commerce
Mk,

FRE
Fr id a
girl's
'West(
Corfu

and

KIRKSEY—BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer
house, all built-Ms, 2 baths, beauty shop in
house, built on 1,-2
acres, has 2 car work shop and waiting
for new owner
$37,000.00.

Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Jack. Persaii 753-8961
Buddy Sykes 753-346'5
Tripp Williams 753-6422

ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
gutters. We cover all exposed
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
enamel aluminum siding. All
aluminum gutters and down
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
July 3C
753-8783

WILL STAY with elderly people
days, five days a week. ExWILL TRADE new three perienced. Phone 437-4659.
J2C
bedroom brick house in Murray
for farm, with or without house.
WILL DISC and break gardens,
Phone Mrs. Williams at 762-2557
also do bushhogging. Contact
after 5:00p.m.
J5C
June 7C
Eddie Jones,753-2547.

Our Sales Staff . . .
Home Phones:

A

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

BUILDING SITES. 3.55 acres on TRI-LEVEL four bedroom, extra
Van Cleave Road and Highway large rooms, central heat and air
464. Reduced to ;6,000.00. John ( gas), good well, 9 miles from
Randolph Realty di Auction Murray, 5 minutes from lake.
Company,753-8382 or Keith Hays, Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m.
J2C
489-2488.
June 4C

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724

A

209 So. 7th Street
Phone 753-1751

• This comfortable Millie, garage, barn, and various other
buildings are on 5 fenced acres in Kirksey. This nice place in
•
• the country is for sale so why don't you call about it NOW'
•
John Randolph 753-8382
•
•
Joretta Randolph 753-8382
•
•
•
Keith Hays 489-2488
•
•
•
JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
•
U
•
CO.
AUCTION
&
•
•
•
1111

PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S, across
from Holiday Inn. 150' frontage and extra deep. Ideal for
most types of businesses. Call for details.

Guy Spann Realty

1

We Specialize In

•
•
•
•

REAL NICE BRICK HOME in Lynn Grove. Has 3 bedrooms,
Pi baths, built-ins. Family room with fireplace, city water
and on wooded lot 95'x490' and priced to sell.

NICE DUPI X AT 1100 Fairlane. Two bedrooms each side
Drapes and air conditioners. Pull down stairway for storage
Range and refrigerator in one apartment. Call for details.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

REAL ESTATE t OR SALE

THE

THING

is COMING SOON to
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
800 Chestnut Street

'I

to
fo
re

r
[
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l/FFERED

C3711
751916

Sell It With A Classified Ad

75C:11916

•
441,.•
•
•

NOTICE

Another View

NOIR E

NOTICE

Special! 8-Track Tapes

lie

,EANINGimmercial or
sonable prices.
Will furnish
e Handyman,
June 29C

$175

BLUE RIBBON

TV Service Center
CENTRAL Shopping Center

Yates

nd

Smith

timate
.36-2173

TTE and Pest
3-3914 100 South
very day you
sve their way."
TFC

0 RFINIT

LE needs small
before July 1_
in Murray, or
Write Tom
North Main,
hio, 43402. J22

Ph. 753-5865

Murray, Ky.

441111
ten, losno

"wHy BE CONC'ERNEP MOUT THE AMERICA
POLLAR?'THEY HAVEN'T DEVALUED OUR
CREDIT CAR.It

presents

FOR SALE

Bob Nance
Band

OFFICE DESK and chair. Phone
J1C
753-6000

One Table
FIRST CLASS WHITE

Saturday,
June 2

need

.

ROSE
SPRAY

FOR SALE

READ
GRAIN BINS

ROSE
DUST

Lin's-Story!
Success with your roses
it tender loving care and
this fine food. Systemic
insecticide protects them
from harmful insects

. for the control of
SALES
ARMSTRONG'S best line of 4 ply
insects and disease. This
nylon whitewall tires.
and
775 x 14 or 15" -$16.60 + 11.11
effective pair will keep
60" Wide
ERECTION
12.27
+
$17.11
15"
825 x 14 or
your roses looking their
Every Wed., Fri. &
3=E
855 x 14 or 15"-$18.14 + 11.43
Reg. '4.98 yd.
most beautiful I
FIRMA
Sat. Thereafter
Armstrong Custom supreme
assodar...-ate-TRIM
ply polyester 78 series whitewall
tires.
wy. 641- Puryear, Ten
Phone 489-2630
S°14 $2980.
your ECOIOGICAI, choice
1111=11111II
F78 x 14 or 15" -$17.40 + $2.42
your ECOLOGICAL choice
$2.60
+
-$18.27
15"
or
14
G713 x
One Table
FREE-BOOT give away, every
H78 x14 or 15"- $19.51 + $2.00
motorSL-125,
HONDA-1972
EDGER
POLYESTER
Friday ( women's, men's or
J78 x 14 or 15" -$19.70 + $2.89
cycle, 300 miles with trail ac(WITHOUT A CORD)
girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
Armstrong's best line of cessories. Phone 753-5319.
J2C
and trims along
Edges
Western Store and Shoe Repair.
polyester glass belted whitewall
fences, walks, driveways.
Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC
tires.
tractor,
Chalmer
Allis
C
MODEL
•60" Wide
F78 x 14 or 15" -$10.30 +$2.M
with plow, disc and cultivator,
•Prints, Solids, Stripes
G78 x 14 or 15" -$20.89 + $2.73
new rings and valves ground.
WWI IN OUR MN
H78 x 14 or 15" -$21.96 + $2.96
ITC
$500.00. Phone 435-4855.
GILIENNOuSES ream LOViNG
49c
41 $398
)-4.111 servino meat &.
J78:14 or 15" -$22.43+ $3.02
Regular '5.98 &
viviotables or 3 vogetabIP,
voila ECOLOGICAL choice
L78 x 14 or 15"-$24.73 + $3.13
CHEST TYPE freezer, 21 cubic
,
yd.
' • nch F
'7.98 yd.
Armstrong's best line of foot, good condition. Commode,
• toted to'
I IQ !ANGLE IN'.
polyester steel belted whitewall lavatory, double kitchen sink, all
tires.
ONE TABLE POLYESTER
good conditlion. Phone 753-2869
F78 x 14 or 15" -$13.13 + $2.68
after 4:00 p.m.
.14C
WANTED
G78 x 14 or 15" -04.27 + 1227
NEW SHIPMENT OF
BOWLERS...
H78 x 14 or 15" -$15.58 + $3.10 ". . PERFORMANCE
TESTED,
I to bowl in cool, comCONCRETE STATUARY,.
Armstrong Polyester glass Siminental, Maine-Anjou,
Regular
fortable,
completely
belted wide 70 series with raised Limousin and Brown Swiss,
BIRD BATHS,
NURSERY
redecorated lanes.
white letters.
yd.
'3.98 8 '4.98 yd. tat4
breeding age bulls for sale.
AT
POTTERY & FOUNTAINS
& GARDEN CENTER
G70 x 14 or 15"-$23.01 + $2.86
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, Ky.,
CORVE-rrt.LANES
H70 x 14 or 15"-$23.81 + $3.09
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
days 235-5182 or nights, 235phone
WE ALSO HAVE ...
no CLOSED SUNDAY
Armstrong nylon glass belted
unioo CITY FULTON Huy PH $15-1151 Of 115-03%
June 9C
5170.
wide 60 series with raised white
letters.
GIRL'S THREE speed bike,
,
MIIIM11~1110111,11\Mr11111~11~11.W10
For Your
G60 x 14 or 15" -$25.53 + $3.18
AKC 2.1k
ADORABLE
speed French TWO
10
Men's
140.00.
$3.66
+
14
x
-$28.44
-L60
15"
.
.
or
.
Shop
Fabrics
Better
For
WIL
poodle
PuPPiesthy
See at 802'registered
0.00
cirt 20th
:
raar
bikstr
.
1
:
e,
Armstrong's best highway s
nc One white, one champagne beige.
tread truck tire, tube type.
INOCULATION
Reasonable price. Phone 753650 x 16-6 ply, $20.93 +- 12.58
J2C
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. 2729.
670 x 15-6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
Edison air conditioners. 10,000
4 Miles South of Murray on Hwy 641
700x 15 -6 ply, 121.67 -4- $2.80
and
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00- GARAGE SALE. 9:00 a.m.-5:00
750 x 16 - 8 ply, rLS.07 + $3.69--Saturday, June 2, 1626
Phone 492-8211
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, p.m.,
Automobile Tune-Ups $
825 x 20 - 10 ply, $54,16 + $6.14
J22
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby Hamilton Ave.
See
900 a 20 - 10 ply,$65.43 + $7.33
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
1000 x 20 - 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
Murray
S AUTO REPAIR
'
SHOLAR
June 11C BOY'S 20" Buzz bicycle, $15.00.•
Kentucky.
$9.98
+
$80.26
1000
x
ply,
12
22
*
Cash register antique), scales.•
lug or
Armstrong's best
J2P
Phone 435-5261.
CARPETS and life too can be
,ZZZ.U.
1
"
LZU.;;;;L:1
:,11=2
traction type truck tire.
Closed Memorial Day,
beautiful if you use Blue Lustre
600x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
May 28th
VARIOUS HOUSEHOLD items,
Rent electric shampooer. $1
670x 15 -6 ply,$22.09 + 11.89
cheap. Silvertone guitar, $20.00. AKC REGISTERED German TWO WESTERN Flyer boy's
Old Concord Rd.
Kwik-Pik Market,Five Point700x 15-6 ply,$23.30 + $3.33
Lady's long and short dresses, shepherd puppies, 6 weeks old. spider bikes, both for $40.00 or
Phone 753-8220
s
J2C
750 x 16 - 8 ply,$30.18 + $4.12
J2C 112.50 each. Phone 753-4978. J4C
$1.0045.00. AM-FM radio. All in Phone 753-8351.
825 x 20-10 ply,$63.89 + $7.25
excellent condition. Phone 753KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag 9571.
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + 18.51
J2P VA LOANS, no down payment for 1972 HONDA 350 with helmet, has
0000000000 *
* 1000 x 20 - 12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52 rug specialist that adjusts to any
qualified veteran. 12 years to 1,000 miles. Bought last part of 72.
209 So. 7th Street
* 10001 V - 12 ply, 187.61 + $11.50 carpet. New and used vacuums
*
If You
ANTIQUE LOVE seat with pay. Drive on out almost to Price $600.00. Phone 753-4770. J4C
Phone 753-1751
* Roby Sales, Highway 68, for sale. For demonstration matching chair and platform Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
*
June SC phone Mike Hutchens, your local rocker, solid mahogany, lions Bank financing on spot. BW's 18' TURBO-Craft jet boat, 215
hic*******************3k******# Benton,Ky.
Kirby distributor 753-0752 or 753- head arms and claw feet. Mobile Homes, 3900 South H.P. Gray Marine engine. Can be
Please Phone
June 23C Beautiful upholstery.
Perfect Beltline Highway, Paducah, seen at Five Points Barbecue.
STORE FIXTURES. Double 0359.
J4C
Your
J2C Priced for quick sale.
single
wide, double high and
condition. Phone 753-7361 from Ky.,443-6150.
racks. Perfect condition. Cheap! ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Monday,
J2C CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25', FURGERSON MOWER, belt
Cheap! Cheap! Phone 753-8500 Mayfield, Kentucky, on the through Friday.
trailers,
Travel
Benton
Highway.
and treated fence posts. Murray drive with two blades, $75.00.
J5C
after 5:00p.m.
pickup camper, toppers. We also
Lumber Company, 104 Maple Phone Harry Brown 437-4310. J4P
If No Results:
J2C
Street.
NINE WEANING pigs, $25.00 rent campers by the week or
FOR SALE
J1C weekencL Call 2474187 or 489each. Phone 435-4375.
HENS: TWO mares: one horse:
Phone
J1C
2303.
New Pentax Spotmatic II A
THREE BEDROOM double- also two small fishing boats.
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile Phone 753-6940,
J4C
GOOD USED newly refinished
Homes, South Beltline Highway,
upright piano. Phone 753-0491 BEAUTIFUL WIGS, like new.
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443-6150. J2C
J1C Decorative candles. New swim
after 6:00p.m.
suit, size 36. Phone 753-5990. J2C
POOL TABLE, standard size.
WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING!!
In factory carton
Then
less than one year old. Very
LARGEST
KENTUCKY'S
x55',
0'
HOME-1
MOBILE
with 50 mm. Fl.4 Super
After 5:30 p.m. and
variety of pistols. Buy now while reasonable price. ALso roll away
Liberty. Electric stove and heat. STEREO-MAPLE. Like nem!:
multi-coated lens.
J2P
Phone 753-8406.
you can still get them at bed, excellent condition. Phone
Until 6:30 p.m.
PREGNANCY? Extra nice. Phone 474-2789 or 474UNWANTED
STACK CHIMNEY, will give to Contact Pregnancy Counseling 2257 after 4:00p.m.
reasonable prices. Country Boy 753-7381 or after 5:00 call 753JIP
Phone 753-8025
J4C
B-ALLLS Chalrner tractor, no
anyone to tear down and move it Service, phone toll free 1-800-327Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles 8869.
out Phone 753-6044.
from Hopkinsville. Junction 117
J2C 4310. A non profit organization.
GARAGE SALE Friday and equipment. Phone 492-8790 after
J2C
6:00p.m.
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 FOUR SEARS Yachtsman life
June INC Saturday, 10:00 a.m., 712 Elm
J2C jackets, new Dever been worn.
STUDEBAKER TRUCK-1952, p.m.
Antiques, glassware, 8 day
AM-FM RADIO-stereo record runs excellent, $100.00. 14 semi VOne extra Lorre, two small, one
beds,
tent,
clock,
striking
t
••••••••
••••••••
grandfather
player
in
of
size. $50.00 for all or $14.00
style
child's
lot
A
CAMPERS!
CAMPERS!
$50.00.
boat
Four
and
bottom
JON
chrome
FOR SALE
clothing,
housewares,
ITC
i want to thank the fine folks who voted and V
J1P clock, six months old. Will Plymouth wheels, $20.00. Phone full of them at prices you couldn't each. Phone 7534520.
etc
• CUTLER 71, york and dare seed
sacrifice before moving. Phone 436-5575 after 4:00 p.m. Sunday, believe, starting at $450.00. Full
A 'supported me in the election. I know the votes
KITTENS-4,
J2C through Friday.
7534200 or 753-5500.
J1C type, fold
down and motor SIAMESE
soybeans. Broadbent Seed
received were from good, clean outstanding
Company, Cadiz, Ky., Phone 235- 21" MOWER BRIGGS & Stratton
homes. New and used. At Bill's chocolate point, nine weeks old.
minded.
criminal
the
•ptople. not
5182.
June 9C engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. tiller, MOBILE HOME - 1971 NO REGRET, the best yet: Blue Camper Corner, located at Bill's Real cheap. Phone 753-9475. J4C
Briggs & Stratton engine with Richardson. All electric, Early Lustre
I do hope things will be better the next four
carpets Mobile Homes, 3900 Clarks River
cleans
power reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P American, two bedroornS, beautifully. Rent electric Road, Paducah, Ky Phone revikummgmlimpo
years, than the last, doing away with some of
AIR CONDITIONER, 18,000 riding mower, Briggs & Stratton complete with light pole. Phone shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire collect for information 443our crimes, bootlegging and dope peddling or
Carpet-and -Paint
BTU.: Good condition. Phone 753- engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. riding Cadiz 502-522-6709, or 502-522•
the
'J2C 6150.
in
Out
if
here.
Shopping Center.
Watergate
we will have a
'
J1C mower, Briggs & Stratton engine. 8793.
ULU '
8380 after 4:30p.m.
0
J7P
•open.
__- 14' POLAR Craft Jon boat, 9/
$323.95. 7 H.P. mower, electric
2
1
•
• BROWNING 12 gauge automatic start, Briggs & Stratton engine. TRAIL BIKE 1971 Kawasaki H.P. Evinrude motor with Moody RAMIS: FRYERS and breeding 0 Hughes Paint Store
•
%hanks again,
401 Maple St.
stock. Reagan's Rabbitry Phone 0
James
(hotgun. Like new. Phone 753- $399.95. Roby Sales , Highway 68, Ttcc, at reasonable price. Phone trailer, $525.00. Phone 753Hafford
Litslam.wImimoNVI&J.
JIP Benton, Ky.
J1('
June IIC 753-1236 after 6:00 P.m.
J4P 4145.
J1P 753-4011.
t••••••••••••••••• T714 after 5:3G p.m.
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Workers Search Rubble
For Air Crash Victims
By WIUJAM C. MANN
Associated Press Writer
NEW DELHI (API — As
grieving relatives watched, policemen and firemen picked
through the rubble of a crashed
Indian Airlines Boeing 737 today searching for the remains
of the last of 48 victims.
Hospitals reported that some
of the 17 survivors of the crash
Thursday night were suffering
critical burns and , other injuries.
Among the dead were several
foreigners, including four
Americans, three Britons and a
Japanese.
Three Americans and a Japanese were reported to have survived, None had been positively
identified.
By noon, 47 bodies had been
recovered. Few were identifiable, officials said, but relatives of Mohan Kumaramangalam, an Indian government
minister and confidant of
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi,
positively identified his body by
a pen and hearing aid.
The son of Gurnarn Singh, India's high commissioner-designate to Australia, identified his
father's body from a ring.
Rescue officials said the survivors were seated in the front
of the aircraft, a twin-engine
}et, when it crashed about three
miles from New Delhi Airport
one minute before it was scheduled to land.
SurTivors said the 511 passengers we fastening their seat
Wks when the plane appeared
to break apart and pitched into
the earth.
The plane, Indian Airlines
flight 440 from Madras, was
demolished train the impact
and the Are dist followed.
It me Wirier what caused
41 0111160elich occurred in a
dast and rainstorm in a
desolate area about ler
saS train an upper class resi41111tial area.

=

Mrs. Preston Harris
Hospitalized, Memphis
Mrs. Preston ( Pauline)
Hams is undergoing treatment
at the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Term.
Her address is Mrs. Pauline
Harris, LaMar Unit, Baptist
Memorial Hospital, 1025 Crump
Avenue, Memphis, Term., 38104,
for those who would like to send
her cards or letters.

Louisville
Car Firm
Used 'Bugs'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Whether listening devices
seized at a car dealership by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation violated federal law has
not been determined, U.S. Atty.
George J. Long has said.
The FBI confiscated the devices at Louisville Motors Friday after a search warrant was
issued by U.S. Magistrate Dale
R. Booth.
Booth issued the warrant on
the basis of an affidavit sworn
by Edwin H. Filers, an FBI
special agent.
The devices were used to listen to conversations of customers and salesmen in interview
rooms at the rear of the dealer's showroom, the affadavit
declared.
The affaciavit quotes information received from former
Louisville Motors salesmen and
from one "confidential informant."
A former salesman is quoted
in the affidavit as saying 'that
the devices were in operation
when he worked for the company in January 1972, and that
he "personally overheard the
surreptitious monitoring of conversations of customers."
Another former salesman is
quoted as saying a device was
used to listen to the "private
conversation of a husband and
wife" after a salesman had left
the interyiew room.
U.S. Atty. Long said he has
not reviewed information received from the seizure and
does not know whether any violations of federal law are involved.
The general manager at
Louisville Motors, Charles R.
Coats Jr., declined to comment
on the matter except to tell a
reporter "1 just don't think you
have a story"

The crash was the third Indian Airlines disaster in 18
months. A Fokker Friendship
crashed in South India in December 1971, killing all 31 persons aboard, and another Fokker Friendship crashed on landing at New Delhi Airport last
Aug. 11. Eighteen persons died
in that crash.

Unemployment
Rate Holding
At 5 Per Cent

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Johnson
Final rites for Mrs. Maggie
May Johnson are being held
today at one p.m. at the First
Street Baptist Church, Mayfield
with Rev. H. M. Suthard and
Rev. Alfred Taylor officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Paul Henson, Fred May, W. C.
Murphy, Wayne Daugherity,.
Hubert Cope, and Alvin
Rodgers. Burial will be in the
Cuba Baptist Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson, age 72, died
Wednesday. She is survived by
her husband, Ralph Johnson,
one son, Ceva Mason of
Fairdale, one daughter, Mrs.
Rubine Lee of Lynn Grove, and
thirteen grandchildren.

Funeral Saturday
For Mrs. Al Blum

Gas Rates
Up After
FPC Ruling

Strike Continues

At Goodyear Plant

Different Stories Coming Out
At Hearings From Top Officials

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP) — Some
of the present and former top
officials in government are telling very different stories about
their mutual connections with
the Watergate scandal.
And Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr.,
chairman of the Senate Watergate committee, says he has
read secret White House documents that disclose a "Gestapo
mentality" existed at the highest levels of the Nixon administration.
Ervin's comments at a news
conference in Winston-Salem,
N.C., Thursday were the
strongest he has made about
the explosive issues uncovered
by the ttoadening Watergate
Al
Mrs.
for
services
Funeral
Investigation.
(Mae) Blum of Murray Route
The top-secret papers he was
Six will be held Saturday at ten discussing
surfaced when fired
am. at the Arch L. Heady and White House
Counsel John W.
Son Oklona Funeral Home, Dean III told a
federal judge he
Louisville.
had taken them from the White
Interment will follow in the
House.The judge gave the
Bethany Memorial Park there.
North Carolina senator a copy.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral They
are a blueprint for domesHome had charge of local
tic espionage, but President
arrangements.
Nixon said the plan was never
Mrs. Blum, former co-owner
implemented because the late
of the Irvin Cobb Resort, died
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover,
Wednesday at ten a.m, at the
objected to it.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She is survived by her
husband, Al Blum, two sons,
three sisters, three grandchildren, and one great granchild.

By BILL NEIKIRK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's unemployment rate,
still failing to respond to the
boom,
held
economic
stubbornly at five per cent of
the work force in May, the government said today.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics said the U.S. job picture
was essentially unchanged
since last November although
the economy was in the midst
of one of its most vigorous expansions in history during that
period.
As in April, the number of
people that the bureau counted
out of work totaled 4.4 million.
The work force remained at 84
million, the bureau said. The
figures were adjusted to take
seasonal Job patterns into account.
Actually, there was a small
decline in total unemployment,
but the drop was about in line
with the usual job picture from
April to May, the bureau
added.
The report cast new doubt on
whether the Nixon adminisLOUISVILLE (AP) — Some
tration will be able to bring the
Kentudry natural gas conjobless rate to the range of 4.5
sumers will be paying about $6
per cent by year's end, as it
more a month for gas this winhas forecast. The administer due to a precedent-setting
tration now is trying to slow
ruling this week by the Federal
the economy down, a policy
Power Commission(FPC).
that would tend to push the
Particularly hard hit will be
unemployment rate up.
customers served by seven
small municipally owned gas
systems and a firm serving 18
Industrial customers in the Ashland-Huntington, W. Va. area.
Tenneco Company, of Houston, which serves most of the
systems in the Ashland-HuntUNION CITY, Tenn.(AP) — ington area, this week won
Hourly workers remained off FPC approval to charge 73 per
the job Friday at the Goodyear cent more for new gas supplies
Tire and Rubber Co. plant than it does for existing gas
here, and a plant spokesman supplies.
Communities where consaid further negotiations are
sumers face the largest innot planned.
"We don't know what the creases are served entirely by
timetable would be for further Tenneco. They are Berea, Salt
talks," said the spokesman. Lick, NicholasyWe, Jeffersone (in Montgomery County,
"Production is shutdown but
Grayson, Morehead and Olive
about 450 salaried employes are
continuing to work. The plant Rill.
The Inland Gas Co. of Ashwill be closed for the weekland also buys nearly all its gas
About 1,500 members of from Tenneco.
Although the higher rates will
United Bubb Workers Local
878 refused to work after talks not show up on monthly gas
on local issues broke off late bills for more than a year, the
FPC ruling means almost all
Wednesday night
Kentucky gas consumers will
A master contract between face some increases.
the union and 15 other GoodThe new, more expensive gas
year plants was settled last probably will not
go on the
month, "including the wage rparket for about
a year, gas
provision. There are no wage industry spokesmen
said. When
issues involved in the Union it does, it will sell
for 45 cents
City negotiations," he said.
a thousand cubic feet rather
The local supplement to the than the current
FPC imposed
national contract is stalled on ceiling of 29 cents.
such issues as work schedules,
Consumer's in Louisville, Lexgrievance procedures, jurisdic- ington, Owensboro
and several
tional matters and vacations, other cities
will face smaller
the spokesman indicated.
rate increases oecause they are
It was the second time in two supplied either
by Texas Gas
months the Union City facility Transmission Corp.
or Columhas been idled. Another URW bia Gas
Transmission Corp.,
strike four days in April oc- both of which
buy only about 15
curred prior to agreement on per cent
of their gas from Tenthe master contract, which was neco.
signed in Akron, Ohio, for a
Spokesmen for the companies
three-year period.
say it is impossible to forecast
spokesman
The
said pickets what the higher rates will be
in
are at the plant access road, these cities
because the prices
but salaried employes are pass- will be based on
mixing cheaping quietly through the line. "It er gas with the more
expensive
Is a peaceful, orderly work Tenneco
supplies.
stoppage," he said.
FPC Chairman John Nassikas, who opposed the rate
hike, filed a dissent from the
commission's ruling, in which
'Resurrection In Our
he said the new rate amounts
to a new national policy on gas
Faith' Sermon Subject
prices which the FPC doesn't
have the authority to set.
"The Resurrection In Our
Faith" will be the subject of the
BOND SALES
sermon by Rev. W. Edd Glover
The sale of Series E and H
at the eleven a.m. services on Savings Bonds in Calloway
Sunday, June 3, at the North County for April was $17,277
Pleasant Grove Cumberland while sales for the first 'four
Presbyterian Church.
, months reached $99,334 of the
Rev. Giover will read his annual goal of $299,000. Sales a
scripture from the 15th chapter year ago were $113,754.
of I Corinthians. Sunday School
Kentucky's sales for the
will be at ten a.m. and evening month were $6,664,523 while
worship at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday cumulative sales for the year
evening servicea will be at reached $26,143,592. Sales a
seven o'clock
year ago were $24,242.625.
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Mrs. Williams
Expires Today

Mrs. Vara Williams of
Sedalia, widow of Twyman
Williams, succumbed this
morning at 7:30 at the Community Hospital, Mayfield. She
was 68 years of age.
The deceased is survived by
one son, Jimmy F. Williams of
Sedalia; one sister, Mrs.
Florence Dunaway of Graves
County; one brother, James
Wesley Moffitt of Mayfield; two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Preston
Jones and Mrs. James R.
Miller, both of Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at two pile at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro
Charles Blair and Bro. James
Shockley officiating.
Interment will be in the
Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield,
with
the
arrangements by the Byrn
Funeral Home,Mayfield, where
friends may call after 9:30 a.m.
on Saturday.

Henry Hargan
Passes Away
Henry Nolan Hargan, 65-yearold resident of Wingo, died
Wednesday night at his home.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Geneva Taylor Hargan;
one son, Joe Lynn Hargan,
Wingo; one daughter, Mrs.
Judith Thompson, Fulton; one
brother, Enoch
Hargan,
Kirksey; two sisters, Mrs.
Hermollan
Alexander,
Mayfield, Route Four, and Mrs.
Susie Counts, Wingo; four
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
Saturday at two p.m. at Calvary
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church with Rev Gerald
Tabers officiating.
Burial will be in Calvary
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Hume in
Wingo.

aymond Owens
Dies Thursday
Raymond Owens, age 78,
retired contractor of Paris,
Tenn., died Thursday at 10:30
a.m. at the Henry County
General Hospital there
Funeral services wiil be at
one p.m. Saturche, at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Term. Burial will be in
Jones Chapel Cemetery.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Della Rice
Owens; four daughters, Mrs.
Voyze Harris of Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Raymond Green
and Mrs. Sylvia Owens, both of
Paris, Tenp., and Mrs. Robert
Dyer of Great Falls Mountain;
five sons, Carlos Owens of
Clarksville, Tenn., Aubrey
Owens, Delmer()wens, Hanwell
Owens, and Robert C. Owens,
all of Paris, Term ; one brother,
Thomas J Owens of Nashville,
Term.

-It would be a great shock to
the American people" if the
contents of the papers are
made public, Ervin said, adding that he plans to ask the nation's intelligence agencies for
their recommendations regarding release of the documents.
The Watergate committee
chairman, a Democrat,said the
papers detail White House
plans to set up "an interagency
operation to spy on Americans,
especially those who disagreed
with the administration."
Since the disclosure several
weeks ago that the Central Intelligence Agency may have
been pressed into Watergate-related service, a number of congressional watchdog committees have launched separate, secret inquiries into the
activities of America's official
espionage agency.
The resulting testimony has
pitted former top White House
aides against the highest echelons of the CIA and FBI.
As related by some of the officials themselves and by members of various committees,
here are some of the conflicts
that have shown up in recent
sworn testimony behind closed
doors'
—Gen. Robert E. Cushman
Jr., former deputy director of
the CIA and now commandant
of the Marine Corps, said that
John D. Ehrlichman Liked him
by phone on July 8, 1971, for
CIA assistance to E. Howard
Hunt, since convicted in the
Watergate conspiracy.
Ehrlichman, then President
Nixon's domestic-affairs adviser, said he never made the
request, told Cushman so and
the general deleted his name
from a memo recounting the incident. Cushman said Thursday
that he has since checked his
records and reaffirmed that
Ehrlichman was the caller,
adding: "I do not regard Mr.
Ehrlictunan's position and mine
as being necessarily contradictory."
—Ehrlichman, presidential
chief of staff H.R. Haldeman,
CIA Director Richard Helms
and Helms's deputy, Army Lt.
Gen. Vernon A. Walters, met at

the White House on June 23,
1972, to discuss the CIA and the
break-in six days earlier at
Democratic headquarters in the
Watergate.
Helms and Walters said the
CIA wasn't involved in Watergate and the FBI's inyestigie
tion of the incident wouldn't
hurt the agency or compromise
any of its other covert active
tiea.
Walters said the White House
officials, since resigned, sent
him to see acting FBI Director
L. Patrick Gray III to tell Gray
the FBI's Watergate-related investigation of a Mexican money
deal could jeopardize CIA operations.
The Mexican transaction involved the shifting through
Mexico of $89,000 in Nixon campaign donations which later
were deposited in the bank account of one of the Watergate
conspirators.
Ehrlichman said Helms and
Walters didn't give "a flat assurance" that the CIA wouldn't
be hurt by the FBI probe.
Haldeman said there was "no
intent or desire to impede or
cover up any aspect of the Watergate investigation itself."
—Sen. John L. McClellan, DArk., chairman of one of the
subcommittees looking into the
matter, said Haldeman and Ehrlichman were in substantial
agreement with each other but
their accounts were in "serious
conflict" with the Helms, Walters and Gray versions of the
White House meeting and subsequent Gray-Walters encounter.
—McClellan's counterpart on
the other side of Congress, Rep.
Lucien D. Nedzi, D-Mich., said:
"We have two versions under
oath that are not consistent."
He called for a Justice Department review of the testimony,
which could lead to filing of
perjury charges against one or
more of the congressional witnesses.
—Both Ehrlichman and Haldeman blamed Dean for reported efforts to get the CIA involved in the scandal. Dean has
said a move is under way to
discredit him before his testimony exposes other top people
Involved.

U.S. Gives Gunships To
Cambodian Air Force
By EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press Writer
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) — The U.S. government
has given the Cambodian air
force "a small squadron" of
helicopter gunships for close
air support in tight combat situations, military sources said
today.
In South Vietnam, Viet Gong
sappers blew up an ammunition
dump 12 miles from Saigon, injuring 10 South Vietnamese soldiers and destroying 400 tons of
mortar and artillery shells, authorities reported.
A normal squadron numbers
about 20 aircraft. The sources
said the U111 "Huey" gunships,
equipped with miniguns and
rockets, arrived in Cambodia
Tuesday. They were used for
the first time Wednesday, escorting convoys along the Communist-infested Mekong River
supply corridor. Security considerations precluded disclosure
until today.
Cambodian pilots trained in
Thailand "are doing a really
good job with the choppers,
both flying and maintenance,"
one informant said. "They're
doing as well as Americans
would and better than the Vietnamese."
Cambodia has about 20 propeller-driven bombers, 36 Huey
helicopters, 36 twin-engine
transports, about a dozen spotter planes, and a new squadron
of highwing monoplanes that
can be used for forward air
control or as gunships.
Arrival of the new gunships
comes at a time when the U.S.
Senate has voted to cut off all
funds for continued bombing in
Cambodia and Laos and when
the Cambodian armed forces
are undergoing a major reorganiation.
The US.Defense-Department
has reported that B$2 bombing
raids over Cambodia have been
cut by one-third, in part because Congress has not yet acted on a request, to transfer
money from one, military account to another

Nixon, Po mpidou
End Summ it Talks
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (AP)
— President Nixon and French
President Georges Pompidou
today ended their two-day summit talks. They agreed to work
for a revitalized transatlantic
alliance that can meet the
changing needs of the 19704.
The American and French
leaders took leave of each other
with few if any firm accords of
substance but with an understanding that if all goes well a
unique summit conference of
North American and West European government leaders can
be arranged.
This would bring together all
15 members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, plus
Ireland which is the only nonNATO country inside the Common Market.
Personal relations between
the two presidents evidently
warmed considerably during
their conference with each
passing subtle political compliments to the other.
French officials, for instance,
reported this conference exchange between the two leaders:
Nixon claimed he has been
working since 1969 to improve
American-French
relations.
Past misunderstandings in his
view were the fault of American politicians who had failed
to understand the aspirations of
the late Charles de Gaulle. He
was quoted as quipping: "I'm
becoming more and more

Record Number Of
Tornadoes Reported
WASHINGTON ( AP — The
National Weather Service says
there have been more tornadoes so far this year than in
the first five months of any
previous year.
The service said Thursday
that more than 700 tornadoes
had been reported through May
29, with a month remaining in
the peak tornado season.
The previous high for the
first five months was 504 in
1957. The record for a year is
928 in 1967.
The Weather Service also announced that the hurricane season starts today and continues
through November.
The list of names that will be
given to 1973 tropical storms
and hurricanes starts with
Alice, Belinda and Christine.

Calls Heard
Penalties
For Death
By LEE UNDER
Associated Press Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Calls for restoring the death
penalty followed the slaying of
the warden and his deputy at
Holmesburg Prison. Two inmates previously accused of
killing policemen have been
charged with the murders.
"When you take away the ,
chair, what can you do with
these men?" asked Capt. Leroy
Taylor, 49, who received
serious stab wounds in the back
when he tried to save the two
slain prison officials.
"This is a good case for the
electric chair. We need the
death penalty back," said
Philadelphia Mayor Frank Rizzo.
Warden Patrick Curran, 47,
was stabbed three times in the
back and Deputy Warden Robert Fromhold, 51, was knifed 13
dales Thursday, a medical examiner said.
Police said inmates Frederick Burton, 25, and Joseph
"Jojo" Bowen, 27, drew knives
after being admitted to Fromhold's office. They reportedly
sought permission to have Orthodox Muslim prayer meetings
seven days a week instead of
three.
Police said a fracas began
while Fromhold was alone in
his office with the two men.
Curran and Taylor were attacked when they came to
Fromhold's aid after hearing a
scuffle, prison officials said.
The episode left Fromhold's
office
a
blood-splashed
shambles
Police said they recovered
two table knives honed to razor
sharpness. The 1,200 inmates in
the facility built for 700 had
been allowed only spoons during meals until this year, when
they were allowed forks and
knives.

Student Dies
After Gas Leak
At Corbin Motel Benefit . .
.

However, 1352s pounded suspected insurgent positions along
the east bank of the Mekong
River today, nine miles from
Phnom Penh. The explosion
in South Vietnam occurred before dawn and ripped through
CORBIN, Ky. ( AP) — An
the big former American base
at Long Binh. The blasts con- East Texas State University
tinued for eight hours, rattling student returning to his Upstate
New York home was found
doors and windows in Saigon.
dead at a local motel after a
The Viet Cong denied any poison gas leak developed early
knowledge of the blast, but this morning.
South Vietnamese military
Six other guests at the Howspokesmen claimed it was a ard Johnson's Motor Lodge on
major violation of the cease- the south city limits of Corbin
fire.
were taken to a hospital.
----The motel, at the intersection
Sources at the International
Commission of Control and Su- of Interstate 75 and U.S. zw,
pervision said a preliminary in- was evacuated about 1 a.m.
vestigation by a Canadian team after leakage apparently ocat nearby Bien Hoa showed the curred in pumps beneath the
explosion was touched off by
Authorities would not confirm
four satchel charges.
the nature of the gas, but inIt was the heaviest such ex- dications were that chlorine gas
plosion since last December had escaped from the chlorinawhen Communist sappers blew tion system for the motel's
up thousands of tons of ammu- swimming pool.
nition at Cat Lai, five miles
Deputy Coroner Gayle O'Neil
from Saigon. Shop and hotel said Bernard Michael Devaux,
windows along much of Sai- 72, of Hammondsport, N.Y. was
gon's riverfront were blown out found dead in his second-story
then.
room at the three-atom-)
- motor
lodge.
O'Neil ordered an autopsy
performed on the body to determine the cause of death offidaily. He said Devaux had
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been the only person occupying
even bigger responsibility this the room.
The deputy coroner said payear to support this program.
You can make the difference pers found on the body inby purchasing a ticket to the dicated Devaux was returning
1973 Charity Ball to be held June from East Texas State in Com2 at the Harry Lee Waterfield merce, Tex., to his small homeStudent Union Building. Music town community in the Finger
will be provided by the Berl Lakes region of New York.
Admitted to Corbin's SouthOlswanger Orchestra from
Memphis. Tickets are $20 and east Kentucky Baptist Hospital
may be purchased from Mrs. for treatment of gas inhalation
James Ransom (753-3058) or were Richard Porch, 31, of AlMrs. Don Hunter (763.66181. exandria, Va,„. and Bill Yule,
Table Reservations can be 61, of Buffington, Ind.
Mrs. Yule, 51, was treated for
made with Mrs. Richard Knight
(753-1856). Any club or in- gas inhalation and released, as
dividual wishing to make any were John Cozine, 50, of Louisother donation may contact ville; Greg Witters, 25, of LexMrs Don Keller, College Farm ington, and Julean Hexter, 50,
of Atlanta, Ga.
Rd
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GauWst myself."
Aides reported Pompidou
came back immediately with:
"In my own country people are
saying I'm becoming less and
less Gaullist."
"That," rejoined Nixon,
not apparent to me."
Pompidou emerged from the
conference briefly to address
newsmen saying his agreements with Nixon outnumbered
their disagreements.
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career as gospel singers has
been the night they had a
program preceding the all-night
singing at the War Memorial
Building in Nashville, Term.
They met the Oak Ridge Boys,
the Thrasher Brothers, the
Downings, the La-Fevers, and
other groups.
Following the Bu-Mac Boys
will be an intermission with
baked goods being auctioned for
additional funds for the rescue
squad. James L. Johnson will
take charge of this part of the
program and will emcee the
complete benefit show. Sunnyside Homemakers are in
charge of the bake sale with
homemakers throughout the
county providing the. taste
delights.
A newly-formed bluegrass
group will be in the spotlight
following the music break. "The
Bluegrass Revelers" is composed of Benny Myers on the
fiddle or banjo; Eddie Bruce
Stubblefield on the mandolin;
Jannene Myers, bass and Larry
Gooch will play rhythm guitar.
Closing out the program on a
lively note is the rock group
"The Whippen' Post." This
group has played at several
shows in west Kentucky and
have played at Kentucky Dam
Village Park and at Calloway
County High School. The
members of the rock band are
Clint Lester, lead guitar; Mike
Grogan, bass guitar; Kent
Bucy, percussion; Darrell
Gibson; and David Morils,
Rhythm initar.
FREE KITTEN
Kitten, three months old,
smoke gray, is free to someone
for a pet. For information call
753-7285.

